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Chip Livingston

Mars Conjunct Venus
Living another day of blissful unemployment,
considering community-based funding,
saying adios by the pool in Palermo,
and putting nothing into lazy,
I’m wearing a bathing suit,
writing about the Gemini, revising
the revisions, and feeling nostalgic.
I’m getting into a 2007 state of mind,
playing homemade Ouija with two women
who have questionable morals, dilly-dallying,
deciding not to surrender after all.
I am the smell of curly fries
and the never-ending burning of migration,
starring in a café catastrophe,
trying to untangle the hot Porteño’s
French bulldog from the railing.
I’m having a good laugh at the new style,
I’m coming around again.
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Jeanne Marie Beaumont

M’s Life in Aspic
Cool shutters-drawn dinge light of midday in a dining room
cool glint from sterling settings goblet water launderedsoft many-lived linen blank porcelain plates and mouths
barely opening for the word luncheon he says munchkin
or pumpkin seeds broadcast on cold tureened squash soup
each suspended as a lace glove seed-pearl atop a hatpin
those near funereal moments of a handkerchief flagging
brief fanning appearance light-as-air tada for transparent
triumph of form there unmolded ziggurat on a platter
dreamy between two states barely averting collapse of all
form islanded interlude between holding in and giving in
absorbing light and turning it away don’t touch and devour
quiver at deep center and layers’ layered layerings held
gelled right before this quarter hour’s disturbing blade

10

Now, Voyeur
We were arguing: Is all looking voyeuristic? Gazing
isolates things. You mean separates you from them. What
about all looking at paintings? This woman with one
green breast. On a divan. Eve again, I said. Apple green.
Earlier I’d said, Eve climbed the cyclone fence. Who
wouldn’t have? The room appears tiny and ill-kempt. Is
she bleeding? Sheets look like egg white and she’s the
yolk. She has fallen onto the divan; she’s broken. It’s
cruel. You shrug. Just look at what’s there, I mean what’s
painted. No story-telling. But mood follows image, I said,
even you can’t escape that. We stare at the nipple. It’s on
the wall dangling like a shade-pull. Aha! see, it’s like the
window shade’s left halfway up. That’s no accident. We
are caught being voyeurs, peeking through the window.
Well, yes, you say. Who wouldn’t?
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Steve Henry

Icing
I can remember being taken
to all those hockey games,
my dad tromping in the snow ahead of me
to break the wind,
I remember being afraid of Sabretooth, the man
behind the fur, & yet somehow always wishing
he would come over & give me a puck. The crisp smell
of refrigeration, the stale beer. I can remember
the Sabre Dance playing before they started,
the numbers of players who can’t walk anymore,
watching Mogilny score 76 goals,
the smell of peanuts, their shells cracked
under my satisfied warm boots. I remember seeing
my dad’s uncut penis at the urinal of the stadium’s rest room,
thinking it was a sausage and there was something wrong
with my mushroom head, remember rubbing it
and hoping it would just go away.
I remember walking around the stadium
pretending I had to go to the bathroom
but instead getting lost on the other side
of the Aud, running my hands down
the chipped yellow paint of the railing
of the stairwell, but still somehow that smell of fresh
paint. I remember punching out the all-star
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ballots with a pen & writing in
Sabre players who had no business
going to a 5-star restaurant (none-the-less
an all-star game) & being convinced
that I could make a difference &
that my votes somehow mattered.
I remember the smell on the walk
to the car changing with the wind, the General
Mills plant—either oats or the smell
of sewage in the lake. I remember making a sub
for Mike Robitaille (Ham, Oil, Lettuce, Tomato).
I can remember the time
my father held me after
Clint Malarchuk’s neck was cut
by a skate and the ice pooled with blood,
his life hung by a thread, or the time after the game
there were fireworks and I ran around
a corner, scared, and the long
moments alone before my dad came
and found me.
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My Dog as the Reincarnation
of Heath Ledger
He’s such a great actor. He pretends
to chew on his bone when he really
disembowels my laptop charger.
We named him Eddie before we knew,
then re-reading the latest installment
of the Twilight series. Now, I would call him
Punky Brewster, because he grew up
into a sexy beast. But really, he is Heath.
He, too, loves drugs, having eaten
my roommate’s weed more than once.
He, too, is addicted, having some compulsion
to throw himself into the oven
after the cookies we bake. Maybe he’s really
Plath, then, or maybe they’re all the same:
some amalgamation of all of our desires
to snuff ourselves trying to get what we want,
and come back and get praised for it. Eddie uses
the Norton Shakespeare as his pillow.
I just wish he had better taste.
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The “L”
I have had a lot
of concussions, been brained
by hockey pucks, closed fists, bricks,
head boards, door knobs. Whatever makes us
who we are has to be more than just
our brain, more than tapioca pudding
the coroner could scoop in two
hands. More than something to be tickled
by the spaghetti sucked up one nostril & blown
out the other. What napkin would be large enough,
the Sudafed held under
lock & key so people
don’t make meth, I have had
a lot of concussions.
I pull the rug out from under the letter “L”, elbow deep,
tugging it free from the “wor d”.
Stuffed up co d. No hospita in the wor d
can he p this. No insurance. Sarah
Pa in endorses this message
ater on I s ept
ike a og consumed by c oudy
thoughts ike a crouched ye ow fog.
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Ron Koertge

“Never Let Your Reader’s
Attention Wander.”
In Cat People, Oliver marries Irena, but she says they can’t
go on a honeymoon because of a gypsy curse. If they have
sex, she’ll turn into a panther and kill him. In one of the great
understatements in film he says, “I wish you’d told me this
before we were married.” That’s not true. He’s a modern
husband, so he sends her to a shrink. Oliver has a co-worker,
Alice, with tremendously hot pants. Actually, no. She’s just
a normal gal who likes Oliver. When he tells Alice about
Irena and the curse she says, “Holy shit!” Not really. Alice
would never talk like that. In 1942 nobody in the movies
talked like that. Meanwhile, the shrink can’t seem to think
of anything but Irena and the way she padded into his office
and curled up by the fire. Ooops. Not the part about the fire.
At their next session, he tries to kiss her and she claws him
to death. Now she has to die. The Legion of Decency says
so: virtue rewarded, evil punished. The Catholics even
banned “excessive and lustful kissing.” Well, that’s why
I frequent prostitutes. An hour of excessive kissing for $75.
$65 with the discount regulars get. Just kidding. I don’t
go to massage parlors or houses set back off the road with
covered parking. I’m just trying, dear reader, to keep you
interested. This is poetry, not an exciting movie with huge
Cokes to keep everybody alert. But you’re still reading,
aren’t you? I’m so glad. Just a few more sentences. At
the end of the movie, Irena dies at the zoo by panthercide.
Alice and Oliver find her body and he says, “She never
lied to us.” Well, he didn’t have readers with a dozen
other things on their mind. He just had Alice who, with
Irena out of the way, unbuttons her blouse to reveal a florid
tattoo set off by a midnight black bra. Not really. I just
made that up.
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Susan Cataldo

“What Will It Do Next?”
they whisper
as if the moon itself couldn’t hear them
Then the moon in all its midnight splendor
headed north on Second Avenue
unusual on a night
when, Venus to its right
it took flight
The crowd cheered
as if the Yankees had won the series
& someone shouted
“Do it again moon
We loved it!”
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Aaron Belz

My Best Wand
Of all the magic wands
I’ve bought over the years
only the steel one
with the sharp tip
really works—you point it
into someone and say
ABRACADABRA
and the person magically
becomes wounded.
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Gordon Massman

1797
The momentous event is upon us, women deliver pythons
and porcupines, men shit cockroaches onto animal guts
burst from inner explosion, pets vomit tadpoles which
seek the female anus, babies muscled like bull terriers
shoot from tracheotomies bullets at adult males, oceans
turn to excrement and reservoirs to slaughtered poultry,
and from world’s four corners god releases the grotesqueries: cellist, quarterback, professor, priest, each with
innumerable omnivorous heads and the thousand uncontrollable sphincters, and the people flee with swaddled neonates, photo albums, pills under a black crustaceous sun, copulation everywhere, blowing and getting blown, drunk on everclear, guts hanging out like
overstuffed hampers, faces fused to spleens, women
finger fuck themselves on liquefying beds, men receive spontaneous episiotomies releasing sackfuls,
moon weeps chemical weapons, each perpetrating a
holocaust, Superman speeds into a fly swatter, and god
slides open the manhole of hell: throat slashers, spree
killers, cannibals, racketeers corn hole children and Csection girls, and down slides Jesus parting the gnats
like an insecticide-slathered hiker, admitting none,
excepting no one, naked, emaciated, psychologically
damaged, sad, half erect like frankfurter, the savior,
the sower, shooting new fireball forests from fingers,
bees invading oceans of clover, and the worshippers laden with death mass on the river bank like
double mastectomies after the scalpel, messiah in
sandals drifting across desert flinging plasma and apples, and here is where ends, a crucifixion sucking
through itself off this sere white ball the swarming
plague of an entire population of monsters and fools.
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1867
I’m not satiated, I want more, give me another, I’m empty,
it was delicious but not sufficient, I need it again, I’m bereft
without it, I know I just had it but it tumbled into a void,
set me up, hit me again, I feel disappointed, pit sick, like
nothing’s arrived, pile this one, heaps and gobs, I’m sorrowful, crushed having just one, furious and stultified, my
hand craves the source, the infinite source, dishing it up,
I’m tainted, diseased, get away, I’m cruel, obese, my
scream is my gut, my scream my flame, I eat you down
to tallow and shriek more, more build me decadence, a
sky-high volcano of heart-palpitating stuff, pistachio
green, strawberry pink, vanilla bean yellow and heap the
goop, love me if you must with your temperate cup, I'll
go till I erupt and erupting know bottomlessness, what
fucked me as a child double fucked me as a man, blades
at the bottom chop round and round, not unlike some
others who unleash their own interminable howl deep
as Ursa Major and high as Johnny Madness, sweetie pie,
doll baby, construct me one more big as a bathtub with
ladder and kick, and plant a flag at its peak, that I get
so sick all that remains is the mattress and self-hatred.
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Terence Winch

Book of Love
I started smoking because my lungs felt empty
and the white smoke became my personal ghost.
My mother smoked, and she too became a ghost.
Everybody is angry about something from
their childhood. I was angry that love made
us all so vulnerable, in spite of religion.
In the book of love we learn the names of
the anonymous callers. We come to understand
why they roam the house clad only in panties.
Our dreams are always about the apocalypse,
except for the ones in which we’re lost in a supersized
apartment building with an urgent need to urinate.
I have already informed my biographer about
my secrets and lies. Even so, he is determined to unearth
the names of the naked people in the tree house.

21

Leader of the Pack
We should not call our friends and apologize.
We should never surrender to a power greater than ourselves.
Experience does not change us, peace does not await us.
We have a simple philosophy: do not scratch where it itches.
Regard the mega-herd
of wildebeests crossing the river of death,
where the hungry crocodile awaits them.
When an ape yawns, he is not tired. He is trying
to intimidate you. Grizzlies eat their most ardent fans.
Meanwhile, I soak the meat in whiskey and garlic,
then wash it down with big gulps of Guinness.
I’m prepared. Wires and batteries are everywhere.
I can smell you a mile off. Your scent is a language
I inhale. I could eat you for dinner.
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Jim Daniels

45 rpms: Side A/Side B
A. PLAY LOUD “INSTANT KARMA”
JOHN ONO LENNON
“Who on earth do you think you are? A superstar? So alright you are.”
I had no idea what “Instant Karma” was.
I knew a girl, Carmela, who survived
the accident that killed Gene Kerlowski,
9th grade president. He rolled over a VW
borrowed from his older brother.
The Catholic church next to the high school
threw a youth dance with no asst. principals
to check the breath and stagger
of the Underage Drinkers of America.
The panicked nuns covered their veiled ears.
The mother superior performed a wild arm-dance
for the sloppy rockers on old church’s make-shift stage
but they would not lower the volume.
Gene grew a moustache at age 15. That got him
elected and able to buy liquor. A vote for Gene,
a vote for turning it up. We elected him
to a short wasted life. I wasn’t in that car
due to lack of room. Carmela got religion
and lost her slithering dance moves and 96%
of the vote. No required age for wising up.
The Invincibles, featuring future members
of the Factory Rats.
The nuns who had terrorized us
through 8th grade had lost permission
to send us to the office. To call on higher power.
Have you got the spirit? Yeah, man.
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Let the freshmen show it.
A little louder now. A little softer now.
His old teacher got his name wrong
at the reunion: That boy who died.
B. PLAY SOFT “WHO HAS SEEN THE WIND?”
YOKO ONO LENNON
“Who has seen the wind? Neither you nor I.”
My girlfriend Jane Suguro
had long black hair like Yoko
and we sure had fun in bed the one time
we had a bed, my parents out of town,
my deaf grandmother asleep upstairs.
I had no band to break up. Her boyfriend, David,
who later came out, had given Jane the crabs
and self-doubt, and she gave them to me.
After Lennon’s murder, they turned
him into a saint, when he was an asshole
just like us. He dissed God, and that was cool
with me and Jane. We didn’t have no beef
with Yoko except she couldn’t sing. Better
to leave them wanting more. Jane left me
wanting more. Not more crabs. More Jane.
The crabs were easy enough to get rid of,
but not the ones I imagined for months.
We didn’t talk about peace. The war was time
zones away. My older brother with the bad
tattoo was the only one who went. Now,
who was going to buy for us? We were cliffdwellers with our backs to the cave entrance.
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We talked a lot about sex. That Jane,
she was a talker. Thirty years later, she takes
my breath away. Or maybe I’m just holding it.
The Suguros, the only Japanese family around,
but I didn’t consider it. I was considering sex with Jane.
It was a narrow range: PLAY IT LOUD.
We rode around a lot in Jane’s car-ma,
we were not super-star-mas. Jane and I liked cigarettes
and complete silence. We liked to PLAY IT SOFT too,
soft spots rare on our pitted cement streets.
Her father didn’t speak English. I have
no idea what he did or how they ended up
in Warren, Michigan, where many hated
the Japanese because they made better cars.
I never asked. Because we were—right—
we were having sex. John and Yoko’s Bed-In
was a big hit with us. The front seat of her VW Bug
was unkarma-fortable. Jane was small, like Yoko.
Is still small, wherever. Cincinnati, last I heard.
We once took a balloon to a restaurant.
We could be cute! Nobody cared!
Japanese! We ate pancakes with a balloon!
They served us cold coffee! We left a balloon tip!
I hope wherever she is, she still lets her hair grow
down to her ass. Because, and this is my point,
when we walked down the street together,
her arm around my waist, and I tried to take
small steps to match hers, or she tried to take
long strides like mine, cold out, and maybe her nose
or my rose was running and we imagined running
away to Toledo or Cleveland or even Pittsburgh,
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and David’s name was briefly erased
from the blackboard of our young lives
and I turned to watch her walk up
the steps to her house, her hair
trailing behind her, I could,
I could see the wind.
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AE Clark

favorite (track #4)
I killed some in the dream.
In the dream there were dead.
In the dream there was a house,
there were children,
siblings. In the dream
I burned the house to gold.
I knew it for my own, that house,
it knew us for each other’s.
It was gold, so we were golden.
Along this path returning.
I am ever returning.
The dead, newly dead, long dead,
the fading before us dead. Please
don’t be dead.
Don’t be inside
the house. Again again,
amen amen: I kill something
I only know how to dream.
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Brittany Cavallaro

Melrose Park, 1982
Pick-up. My great-uncle, diabetesblind, arm out the window turning
the truck. In Illinois, stripped
highway tires are alligators. Louie calls
his cargo groceries. We smile. Last week
we knocked over a deodorant trailer
& now we all reek of Secret.
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Jeff Oaks

Hummer Psalm
Lord, array me, armor me.
Oh Lord of comfortable chambers, eternal overhead lighting. Lord of silver
cupholders and global positioning systems.
Lord, let me not take humility so far it becomes pride.
Let me not hide my halogen self under a fiberglass or aluminum grillwork.
Let my lights blind my enemies and illuminate the nervous drivers beneath me,
desperate to get home, afraid of the night.
Lord, you are my power steering, my antilock brakes, my bulletproof windows, my
automatic airbag, my awesome engine.
If I have doubt, let me remember Your easy handling, Your smooth engineering.
I have chosen the oxblood interior and the optional sunroof to remember Your
sacrifices and Your distance. Let me disappear into Your amenities.
Lord above me, let me come to understand the difficulty of negotiating the soul’s
busy traffics.
Lord of The Mountain and The Void, I fill up my tank everyday in your honor.
The gas station manager blesses me for it and so blesses You.
Lord, I know the day of destruction is coming. You prepare me.
I understand nothing but where You drive me.
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G.C. Waldrep

In Praise of Hard Candy
There is a danger in fashion & it means
what the mannequins do
when the credit industry slips
out of alignment, which is basically
nothing, only nobody’s really sure about that.
You take an ax from the bracketed wall
only to see it’s a fire ax, meaning
it’s there for the purpose of saving something
while destroying something else,
relying on body heat
to illuminate the invisible handwriting
on the slave trader’s bill of sale.
I want to say I am carrying a live honeybee
in my mouth, but I’m not;
I envy the aircraft
pretty much everything except for
its anhydrous stigmata, its ammoniac gills.
Ghost, we say, & when we say it,
we mean Ghost. The radio left on
inside City Hall after hours.
The police desk blotter. Surveillance
is not a form of torture
we recognize when we pass it in the street
but more delicate, I can’t hear you
vs. The water is running, something electricity
wrote in its childhood diary,
Beauty’s been watching me again vs. Don’t leave
your umbrella on board this black train.
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Vincent Katz

Winter Sun
Her face radiates,
then dies.
Blinded by cold,
reddened.
It pushes through,
big.
You could die.
Fabulous light.
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The Paper Unicorn
has tattered sides.
He hides his fear,
knowing see-saw
presses just as high.
He breaks off, goes
into a lengthy monologue, tongueing
the blind hedge
sublime: preposterous
crime sheet folded
prank insist priest
privy wire hide
august merriment.
T-shirts we can sell,
but monomints?!
I ‘on’ think so.
Huh? Whaju say?
Priest beckons, begins
to say he’ll remain
char person of Westridge. He’d timed it
wrong. Fallen when
speed was needed.
Rushed when cool
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heads got wigged.
Rest of it he just
mimed, tipping
leeward a tad,
spooning toward
Tayre and me,
just gloomy is all,
and free fire.
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Jeffery Conway
from Showgirls: The Movie in Sestinas

The Dress She Wants
Cut to Nomi on a park bench in contemplative pose, donned
in a pair of Daisy Dukes, cowboy boots, and a purple, low-cut
lace top (tied up to expose her belly). Behind her: a large black
glass pyramid and Vegas rendition of The Great Sphinx. Dressmaker Molly bops up, says “Boo,” the two kiss, and head for the mall,
where Nomi’s eyes will glue to the window of an expensive shop,
and she’ll coo, “I like that,” tapping her nails twice on the shop’s
gleaming display case. “I can make that,” announces Molly, donning
a white Panama hat, attempting to pull Nomi toward the mall’s
fabric store. Nomi resists, caught up in the moment, and she cuts
to the chase: “I wanna buy it. I’ve got the money. I never had a dress
like that before. It’ll look great on me, won’t it?” Supportive black
friend Molly confirms: “Yeah.” The two admire the little black
dress that adorns a headless mannequin for a beat, then dart into the shop.
Nomi throws open the red velvet curtains of the dressing
room, pops out and struts over to a large, four-panel mirror. She dons
the short, sophisticated shift like she was born in it. A saleswoman cuts
across the room: “It looks quite good on you” (her tone haughty for a mall).
Molly (appropriating a Nomi-ism) quips, “It doesn’t suck,” and into the mall
the two women skip like giddy girls; Nomi twirls around with the black
Gianni Versace bag slung over one shoulder. [Scarlett O’Hara cuts
up the parlor’s window treatments to make a gown she can’t afford to buy in a shop,
defies Mammy and rides into town; she sashays into the jail having donned
the thick green velvet curtains to ask Rhett Butler for a loan.] [The dress
Carrie makes for the prom is pink (“I shoulda known it’d be red”), a dress
envied by all, until it’s drenched by a bucket of pig’s blood.] [Eve mauls
Margo Channing’s “Bo Peep” costume for Aged In Wood, and dons
the dress by pressing it flatly against her bosom and hand-me-down black
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suit, admiring herself in the mirror backstage.] [Pretty woman Vivian Ward shops
for a dress at a swanky Rodeo Drive boutique, but the saleswomen won’t cut
a hooker any slack, and they ask her to leave.] [Working girl Tess McGill cuts
out of a cocktail party early to avoid being caught in the sparkly new cocktail dress
she “borrowed” from boss Katharine Parker’s closet.] Outside the shop,
Molly suggests they celebrate with a burrito or some fajitas, but Nomi pushes the mall
exit door open, says she has to work. Molly screams upon seeing the black
letters of a poster, “COMING TO LAS VEGAS,” and the picture of a guy donned
in a white shirt: Andrew Carver! Nomi dreams of donning the Versace design, cut
and stitched to perfection, black with gold trim, a stripper-turned-Cinderella dress,
bought at a mall with money from a lap dance, the most beautiful frock in the shop.
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For the Very First Time
Elizabeth Berkley appears on Handmade Modern for the very first time
in 2005. Host Todd Oldham introduces her as a “multi-talented actress.”
She visits the HGTV crafts show to help Oldham create “string
art” (brightly colored yarn stretched across nails on a board). Some of Elizabeth’s
movie costumes, Todd quickly points out, aren’t any bigger than the pieces
of string: “Lots of us have seen lots of you! You’re a really brave girl;
you put yourself out there, and so thoroughly, and it shows on the screen.” “Girl,
get a grip—stop kissing up to her! When I saw Showgirls for the very first time,
I just saw lots of really BAD ACTING from Miss Berkley! She just pieced
together a bunch of sociopathic physical outbursts and called it acting.
Gay to Gay: get real!” is what one YouTube viewer writes about Todd and Elizabeth
in the comment section where the episode is posted online. When the last bit of string
is tied off on the felt-covered board, and Oldham finishes stringing
together a litany of compliments about her (“You’re so pretty; you’re such a cool girl”),
and ends his appraisal of Showgirls (“It was met with a lot of controversy”), Elizabeth
says, “at least the film didn’t just die on a video shelf” and that for the very first time
(after its release) “a lot of doors in the business opened up” for her. Now that’s acting.
It’s well documented that Berkley’s career was nipped in the bud by this “piece
of badness beyond anyone’s wildest dreams.” Want valuable pieces
of wisdom and beauty tips from Berkley? Go to www.ask-elizabeth.com: beat stringy
hair, learn to apply lip gloss correctly, and even get advice on how to act
if a boy asks you out on a date. The site, targeted at young teenaged girls,
features video clips of the star. When you explore it for the very first time,
check out her technique to help you “look juicy,” and who better than Elizabeth
to teach teens that “ice can be your best friend”? (Perhaps Elizabeth
should add a link here—to the scene in Showgirls where Marty offers Nomi pieces
of ice for her nipples, just before she takes the stage for the very first time
in “Goddess.” The trick works: when Nomi strips down to her gold lamé G-string,
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her nips are perky). Chelsea Handler introduces her next guest, “A very nice girl,
Elizabeth Berkley is here,” on a January 2008 edition of her TV talk show. The actress
is plugging her new Bravo reality series, Step It Up and Dance. “I love to act,”
the glowing blonde reports, “but my passion is dance.” Elizabeth
recaps her career as a dancer, as child TV star, and finally Showgirls,
that (as Handler calls it) “hot mess of a movie.” Berkley brilliantly pieces
together an alternate reading of the film (while pulling at her long, stringy
hair): “It was intended as a fun, over-the-top movie.” For the very first time
we witness the actress taking her agent’s advice to use valuable airtime
to try and change reality. Elizabeth Berkley, frizzy-haired stringbean from Michigan, desperate for a piece of critical praise, you’re a hot mess of a girl.
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Kristin Hatch

Kitchen
sometimes i forget that my kitchen isn’t The Kitchen. today i found
chef in mine, grumps. he said i was fat & i said i just wanted some
strawberries, but instead he gave me old cheese that was hard and
translucent in parts because i put the plastic wrap on wrong. in
The Kitchen, this would never happen. & strawberries riper than
god. in The Kitchen you can eat all your hunger out. you can have
forever in your teeth & you never need to chew. in here, chef likes
to mess with you. he likes to make you name all your meats oneby-one, then say every piece of lettuce. in The Kitchen, you just
say sandwich & they give you The Sandwich. in The Kitchen, only
the people you hate are fat & chef unties your apron just to get his
hands close to your butt. flirt.
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Peter Davis

In a Traffic Jam with Tina
I had decided that the dead deer didn’t
have a penis. I stuck by this decision.
The dead deer had been ravaged
by, I assume, scavenging animals
like small mammals, birds, and rodents.
The deer was missing his knees,
I said.
And the deer was missing his stomach,
I said.
I said a lot of stuff. I was just answering
questions. It had been a long day.
So the deer is missing his hip
or his hoof, or whatnot. There is a very
bad decomposing deer smell.
I made the decision I made because
I had to. Some decision was necessary so,
I said,
the deer didn’t have his penis.
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Notes on Conference Making
for Tina
There’s High School and then there’s College. I say, College was okay, but let’s
go back to High School. And I don’t even know that High School is better than
College, I’m just saying. I mean, I went to college and even got a master’s degree
(twice) but I never really appreciated the world unveiled to me. I appreciate
the veil. I like High School where you know everyone and have kissed a higher
percentage of your graduating class. I got even more play in Middle School. That’s
when French-kissing was like finding a cool place to skate. By ‘skate’ I mean
skateboard. Which is what I’m talking about, you fucking dorky bitch.
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Not Exactly What I Mean
Tina, instead of “Happy Thanksgiving” you
should say something else.
I mention this only because I know
that saying “Happy Thanksgiving” is
like saying “Swim in pig blood” or
“Put guts in your boots.” People who
say “Happy Thanksgiving” are often
people who approve of murder,
rape, and child molestation. Not all
of them are like this, but a huge
portion of them are.
I do not approve of those things.
That is why I’m saying you shouldn’t
say “Happy Thanksgiving,” Tina.
Saying “Happy Thanksgiving” is
like filling a person’s nose with
locusts or stuffing onions in a dead
person’s throat. Nobody wants that.
I’m a horrible person and even I don’t
want that. Even if you like
gory stuff, you have to admit
that’s pretty bad.

with compound interest: how does a piggy bank buy a Wilbur?
			
My doomsayer says

				
share it. In preschool
		
I learned ownership (my stocks? fruit snacks, blocks) till banks baffled me

					
Sure, but wealth rides bull
		
markets, not some golden adage. This leaves us like Scrooge McDuck
or frantic, poor, and hungry. Dear Goldilocks, gimme some hot
			
porridge, gimme some
cold porridge, just make damn sure it’s my supper. I don’t wanna

my inner pragmatist insists: we can’t fling Phelps’s medals
			
like skipping stones! and
I’ll keep my wedding ring. It just might clog a filter. Selfish?

Upon Learning That All the Gold in the World
Would Fill Just Two Olympic Swimming Pools

Derek Mong
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O Gilda Radner,
			
O Montana-era 49ers—we know our want gave

handcuffed and fed through gerbil tubes—can save us? We’d brush chocolate
			
bars across your hands.
You’d soften future financial meltdowns. O Gary Gildner,

				
Dear Midas, what can
			
that finger, gilder of sporks and infant sons, teach us? That you—

from the have-nots. We’d be suddenly equal if equally
			
hungry, huddled like
alchemists around our rocks, trying to subsist on shimmer.

				
popes or chariots—
			
no Golden Globes splitting land from TV Land or the have-golds

with our silver spoons, then march the tune poolside. Let’s ladle out
			
a billion teaspoons
bullion. Let’s dip and redistribute wealth, till there’s no more

				
bring home the bacon!
			
He’s half right, and outraged. Let’s strike the bell-ringer’s red bucket

What’s it matter? We’re wheeling dough up in shopping carts but can’t
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krugerrands. Grab a pick. You’re a conquistador’s worst nightmare.

cost-benefit equation: bars lugged × hours dug =
			
profit. Call it “El
Dorado’s Repo 2009.” Grab one bucket smelted

				
as shovel-ready
			
stimuli. We’ll hire folks to bury gold. We’ll promote wealth’s new

Dear Jacques Costeau, help us deep-six this gold swimming pool; Oh Trump
			
do you keep receipts?
Those cufflinks belong to the Himalayas! Such pleas qualify

				
from paying grocers
			
in poetry, while 2) we lipo the stuff from streams and mountains!

it for our golden years, give 24K teeth in lieu
			
of pensions. Oh my
glib split selves. Ponder these quandaries: 1) gold’s proxies prevent us

				
will rise if we all
			
wear artisanal haloes. My inner elder says, let’s save

this metal worth, but tell me you’ve unearthed a plan, some golden
			
egg or parachute
to save us? My inner aesthete thinks consumer confidence
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Jim Cory

Pastorale
The trees were trees.
Wait, let me start again. The bees
rose on their knees in a yard
that was not a yard
but a patch of dust ground to powder.
Where wounded engines bled. Rains came
& hooves pashed the mash. Turds
curdled in the privy. The trees grew leaves
& the canopies kept the place well-shaded.
There by the well
the orange coreopsis grew. Well
I remember the delicate scent
of rodenticides. Pigeons flew
over the house-high hay. Grampa
wore a straw
hat & fibbed something fierce. I saw him tie up Ma
by an ankle & drag her thru the catnip
while we ate flapjacks laced w/jelly & maple syr
up. Fiddles played. One night the tub
fell thru the floor, setting off
a kerfuffle among the hens. My uncle Denny
kept a right nice pigpen.
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He had him a sow for a pet that bore a brood.
When he was in the mood
he’d schtup the ol’ gal sideways. That grass was so green.
I seen a man chasin’ a cow into the barn the night the clouds
caught fire. I seen swallows aswimmin’ in the mud. I seen
horseshoe Cyclops & worm weevil wigwam. I seen
Paris Spleen! Poor Ma couldn’t keep up w/her chores.
Her socks bore moth holes. Every year she’d can
the peaches & herbs before hibernating in the root cellar. I’d haul her down
the stairs & she’d say: Norman! Put me down!
Put me down, boy! Then she’d emerge, good as new, for spring
planting. Ma tol’ me once that Pa ran off
but someone else said Pa & Grampa was the same
person. We never needed a clock.
We had a cock named Hank
that crowed in colors.
In the fall the leaves were always there
but we did not rake them anymore.
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Hadara Bar-Nadav

Before We Say Goodbye
The tornado alarm sings
and sings. Women
with wind for hair.
Women with wind
in their mouths. Who can
sleep with all this
singing? The ghosts
are harmonic and
tear-filled. The ghosts
dash their heads on
the rocks. One dog
and then another
begin. One person’s
voice climbs another until
we all are singing (blood
in the throat). All of us
singing and the sky
singing too. The sky
greening, glowing.
The sky calling
each of our names.
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Andrew Demcak

California Landscape, 2010
Details of dew-soaked, Bermuda grass,
the lawn brimming with privilege. Seasons blur.
It’s Ash-Wednesday everywhere. Roses pass
like monkish travelers, the fountain’s turns
tattering. Gravel is combed, landscape
laddered. Homogenous century:
plants, stucco, and red roof tile. Halfway
a garden of everything. Worried
yuccas, their disappointments, small bladed.
Loneliness of date palms. Languorous, surefooted lizards still as stone canaries.
Thirteen eucalyptus yearning their way
towards the horizon. A minatory
wrinkle of water stains the colonnade.
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Pangur Bán
So it goes, Pangur Bán unequaled, adept.
His catty eye of piercing gaze, salon-perfect nails, exalted.
Retail results, the kills, rewards for his blazing art.
He pounces proudly on some twink’s hole, his boy-toy.
Unsheathed the longest cocks, taking pleasure in kindred spirits’ roles.
Not vexed or vying, sex made its news.
Listen—the sated tap of his Gucci shoes.
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David Groff

Her Knee Surgery
There was I, deep in the hot tub convinced
I’d gotten God to rescue Mom
from the rogue clot. It was a persuasive
sensation, all the more winning because
I was naked, three hundred miles away
from her bedside, beside David Geffen’s
night pines next door so etched & sexy
I knew I was alive, my groin boiling,
no limits on how long I could bubble.
She endured to circulate her legs
another eight years, but when she went
she died surprised, before I could
twist His arm, if He has an arm.
Dried, I survived & saw I was naked.
So much for the intercession of water
& pines sensate as saints. Geffen’s house,
until a surgical strike or Operation Hurricane,
is owned now by lobbyists from Washington.
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Brad Gooch

Death Radiant
She must have thought about death differently
To have the air conditioner removed as far back as summer
So that when she sealed her apartment with tape securely,
Six months later, the monoxide gases wouldn’t disappear
Out into the neighborhood she so effusively loved.
Knowing just what muffin was available in just what bin
In just what light: the artificial moons of headlights—
Winter semester—or spring, like yellow damsels’ hairs spun.
But I’m dancing around it here, as I dance around death.
I can’t help but admire her last breath
(Not to condone, oh no) but I was such a silly ditz,
Yakking about reviews. She was already staring into the target.
I never cared about anything as much as she cared about death,
The flip side of love, the swirl at the end of St. Rachel’s breath.
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Julia Guez

The Closet Is Grieving
After Wallace Stevens

The closet is grieving
all of the trim black suits.
None of them are sequined,
or mauve with sea-foam rings,
bell at the bottom,
velveteen.
None of them are strange,
pearl-lined with a lace stratagem,
seersucker or sheer.
A man is not given
to dream of papaya and parakeets.
Only, here and there, a beldame (accountant by day) will marry
Quaalude and tequila. Asleep in drag on the sofa,
he confects the perfect coiffure and casserole, shortcake
brightening the actuarial kitchen (white and linen) with madrigals to ladybug red.
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Jennifer Moxley

Anniversary
No time to
write my
tribute
to the absent
interlocutor.
What a bureaucratic sounding
word, yes, and
slightly hostile.
How about
“confidente,”
that’s more intimate
though not quite
true. There was
so much
I didn’t
tell you. You
were the backdrop
against which I
had a unique
value—a kind
smile of total
approval, or
its opposite—
to make me
crumple. I’m
due for a crown.
The grey silver
filling has dimmed
the thinning
enamel of an
old tooth. A
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bicuspid? Who knows,
I’ve never known
the names of
teeth, except for
those I’ve lost—
Wisdom. This one,
on the upper
right, can
no longer
hold itself together.
If nothing is done
to prop it up,
there’s an empty gap
in my future. Twenty years
without you.
Like air—so pillowy
in memory—
whistling painfully
through what’s
missing. What
we can’t get
used to.
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The Conjuring

(on listening to Duncan talk)

On the eve of all hallows
I ask your forgiveness.
I am weak from not enough
		
talking.
Calmed by your hysterical voice,
which is, as I imagine it,
excitedly talking
to me
from across death’s threshold
		
(as I imagine it).
In silence dead voices awake
and I hear
the occasional laugh,
throat clearing, gruff cough, guffaw.
Rows of exhaustion and impolitic boredom.
And even those who are interested
fake boredom, since delight in such things
will estrange the mean.
The fatigued body blocks the ear.
But recorded intelligence remains—
the intense loneliness of its accretion
bursting forth in the thrill of the formal occasion.
The invitation to finally speak
the full content of your mind.
Through time and tape no limit
but time.
From beyond the grave the grey corpse,
as I imagine it,
piped through with mayonnaise,
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sweet processed meats, lettuce,
and salted potato chips.
What a thrill to hear you say “lettuce”
standing in the midst of your ill-kept garden.
I am nourished in the solitude of
unanswerable questions.
They are more real to me now than family
or youth. The ego faded,
the record crooked, the horizon blurred
with varieties of belief.
A search across the dangerous scale,
miles of pitch interstate signed by warnings,
lit by a turnip lantern,
heaven above, hell below.
The limbo of promising blacktop.
Through the darkness
your erudition echoes up the California coast.
The mystery of legendary patterns
awaken in the feeble homage
of a humble ear hungry for
the “trued” voice.
To get that slight twist in the word
“homosexual” (as only you knew to say it)
preserving the thrilling failure of it.
How can it be wrong to outwit
the devil,
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even if drawn down below
in the act?
The body’s boredom turns us dumb.
Come to me whilst I sleep,
save me from death
by persnickety correction.
I’ve so many questions and I am not afraid
of the dark anymore,
I’ve been open-eyed in it
far too long.
My eyes
have been open to it
for so long,
calling forth trace forms
in the chalky denseness, a tour of your bright mind,
like a Jack-o-Lantern,
that legendary symbol of dubious welcome
awaiting in the wind
of a mid-century porch.
Threatening the candle-fire
I feel I might suffocate
under the folds of this
white sheet,
stumbling my way along the highway,
seeking the final
		
permission.
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Lynn Crosbie

The Mystery
Where do I begin/To tell the story of how great a love can be/The sweet love story that is
older than the sea/The simple truth about the love she brings to me/Where do I start?
I am staring into a mirror, the only time I remember doing this (other than while
on acid, to note the enormousness of my pupils.)
I have long, yellowy brown hair, and large blue eyes. A handful of
freckles. I am wearing a blue, boat-neck sweater and a white blouse. I have hidden
the tangles in my hair, and I am beautiful.
I am 10 years old.
I will think of this image for the rest of my life, and think of what I have
done to this girl.
Of her own rage, when she looks back and screams, What have you done
to me.
My childhood is otherwise a sensation, lacking details. It is A Mystery.
My best friend, Kissa Museveni was aware of the mystery, of what he had
done to me.
What happened later was the product of her own fertile devices: the map
she showed me with an X over where he had taken me; a red car she saw following
us; a note, left on my family’s stairs, made of pasted, cut-out letters. YOU BETTER
WATCH OUT.
And then, how she turned my friends against me, and walked to school
and back with them, always ten feet ahead.
Kissa had so many Barbies, and a mansion for them, filled with Victorian
furniture, including a thimble-sized stuffed peacock and purple velvet chairs. A
butler, extending a tray of chilly martinis; a pair of satin tap panties, in a square of
white tissue; a toreador and gored bull.
Mine were a handful of dirty whores, dressed in Kleenex.
I remember playing outside and some fat woman with a cigarette adhered
to her lower lip muttered, She’s got the goddamned things in toilet paper. Then
exhaling like a dragon.
One day Kissa and I stood on either side of an intersection and saw a grey
cat get hit by a car.
I looked at the cat, then her and she called out, I wish it was you!
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I don’t know what happened next, when my life severed from the small
thing dying.
Only that I took a flower and left it in a note, apologizing.
She agreed to be friends again: She fills my heart with very special things,
With angels songs, with wild imaginings.
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So Much Love
Think of it, Otto said.
Stretch limos, red carpets, festivals in Marrakesh and Bucharest, parties below
the Black Sea with mermen in coral waistcoats serving kale and salty potables!
Otto is a film producer. We are celebrating my completed first draft of Sylvia
Rising, a horror movie about Sylvia Plath crawling out of her grave and going on a killing
spree.
He asks me to tell him the story again, My dear it gives me shivers!
I sit beside him on the banquette, and he covers my hand with his warm plump
hand and I sigh, because I love him.
I will give you the general idea, I say.
The new poems will crawl across the bottom of the screen like hurricane
warnings. Her brain is mostly liquid: the poems are terrible.
In the sequel to “Daddy” she calls her father “Dad,” in order to use new rhymes
and is only able to come up with “rad,” “plaid” and “really, really mad.”
And “Lady Lazurus” becomes “Lady Lentil,” after one of Christ’s minor
miracles, known among Biblical scholars as “one of His simple, spicy recipes.”
“Out of the pot I come with my piping hot flair / I serve four, and thrive in
Tupperware,” goes the envoi.
I will use the kind of writing one sees on summer produce stands, Otto muses.
I want Plath to be frightening, I say, but still pretty. Rosy necrotized flesh still
clings to her tall, graceful skeleton.
Her long, dark blonde hair cascades over the shoulders of her pink wedding
suit.
Otto reminds me of the Ted Hughes poem about their wedding and we agree
that when she is stalking her victims, her eyes will be great, sparkling jewels.
We pass a glass of cassis back and forth. I tell him that Sylvia is intent on
killing the writer Erica Jong, but there are many other casualties as she makes her way
from the English countryside to the streets of Jamaica Plain.
The street will be alive with police cars and helicopters! Otto says.
And S.W.A.T. teams, I say. She will bat at them with her large, lichen-green
hands.
I tell him that as Plath makes her way, at night, feasting on girls stealing
rhodedendrums or, once, a woman highlighting passages, or “raping” a library book,
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Jong is being interviewed by a college student in her vast Connecticut estate.
Otto puts his head on my shoulder, and I smell musk and copper fused
together like an estuary: he is a river and my heart is the sea, I think, happily.
Jong is wearing pink mules and a roomy caftan, covered in hot pink azaleas.
Her lips are painted to match, her tiny, expressive eyes are heavy with blue powder.
She scrunches her blonde curls and speaks: When I wrote Sexual Vegetables, no one
had ever heard of a liberated woman with a soft, juicy slippery cunt writing, having
such womanly, powerfully intellectual feelings towards zucchini and cucumber!
I have been compared to James Joyce, she declares, now sitting on the sad
college student’s lap and yelling into his tape recorder. Her wig is ridiculously askew.
I am a genius like Plath, but I chose life! Jong declares, I chose to ride
all sorts of root-like, tuber-ish cocks, to take them deep into the sticky chthonic
mysteries of my being.
Sylvia Plath’s husband flirted with me once! Jong states. He drew a penile
serpent in my copy of his book and said I was lovely.
And my vagina throbbed for him, really, I had my panties on the line for a
week, but I fled, I fled! For I would not die for poetry, not like Sylvia!
Otto squeezes my hand. This is the good part.
Jong and the student hear a tap at the window. Night has fallen, the wind
howls. The student dislodges her, and she makes adjustments in her hair and outfit
as he pulls open the pink drapery.
And there she is! Otto says.
There is Sylvia, her beautiful bones gleaming in the moonlight and beneath
the earth of the grave, there is the flash of a scythe and broken glass and there lies
Erica Jong, headless beside her new manuscript of poetry, the title of which contains
7 ampersands, 4 lower-cased “i”s, two obscenities and the words “Cooter Jam.”
The young student says, None of them ever came close to you, no one ever
could.
The house catches fire, and Sylvia is a golden lotus, she is a golden lotus
amidst the fierce flames.
We should end it there Otto says, sleepily.
I can’t sacrifice the monster movie ending, I say.
When Lafite leaves, I go to Otto immediately. Love me, I say. His girlfriend
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Gemma overhears me: she is a tall, Slavic performance artist who uses knives and
cyanide in her work.
The next day I am informed by Otto’s secretary that I am never to speak of
love to him again.
We never make the movie, and when we do meet, years later, his son,
Fabergé, is always there, crawling under the table and sawing at my Achilles tendon
with plastic cutlery, or lighting matches in my shoe.
One night Fabergé screamed at me, I hate you, you’re ugly!
I had been sitting on the love seat, my legs drawn up under my loose white
caftan with the gazania print, my fingers tousling my short red hair.
He is just tired, Otto said, and took him to bed, whispering stories to him
until I left, two hours later.
How dare you? I fumed to him, in a strongly worded email. I had many
other places I could have been!
In truth there was nowhere else to go and nothing to do. I had looked at
myself in the black window pane and remembered reading that in bright light, the
petals of the gazania seem to be “on fire.”
I could only see the lines in my face, my vast bulk.
I still flinch, remembering the look of shock on Otto’s face when he saw me.
It had been a long time.
Call Dr. ________, I wrote on the memo pad by the door and went outside
and stood in traffic until the police were able to coax me into the cruiser and home.
After several more tears have passed, I see Gemma at a boutique on College
Street. I am holding a stack of cards.
It is my mother’s 70th birthday, I tell her. I want to send her 70 cards.
She writes me a little note later. She says she is sorry Otto and I do not
speak and hopes that changes. That Fabergé still wears the cowboy vest I bought him,
years ago, and that she remains pleased to remember me buying the cards.
So many cards! she writes. So much love.
At the restaurant that night, they were playing The Blue Danube Waltz and
I remember the notes leaping and falling as I bowed my head like a dying flower, as
Otto and I shared a dream of Sylvia living and dead.
Of Sylvia as the warm, beating pulse between us, of our heavy misspent love.
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Larry Sawyer

Zero-Turn-Radius Epiphany
There must be more to life
Than the violence of thinly sliced potatoes and municipal cirrus starlings
Manic carparks, and the so-what of cats.

Snow is sensible, requires halogens, just like the sting of secret
Tattoos, yet their handles blur, like seats,
Although rough, provide respite from the most shopworn
Calibrations. (Old and his mother together in
Palm Springs, where angels in that pavement
Boomerang legacies, go killjoy.)
Could we
Middle-age our language and, solitary,
completely Starbucks?

Robotic happiness mountains up, distressed.
Her Mickey Mouse sniper and paisley jujitsu
Comptrols every muscle to Heimlich.
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To Mainstream Poetry
We are entering the underworld, I mean, Martha’s Vineyard
and Orpheus can’t find an ATM
you see I was reading Franz Wright and thought myself
up to the challenge
Little did I know that my soul is made of daffodils,
someone really should have told me.
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Jan Beatty

Dear American Poetry,
I see you’re publishing:
straightman/straightman/white white white how
nice.
Are you kidding me?
Best American Poetry, I’m bored to death—is anyone
alive out there?
Your sonnet is impotent,
and I
have a hard on.
Here’s your bloody sonnet:
ˇ /
ˇ
/
ˇ
/
ˇ
/
ˇ /
cunt cunt | cunt cunt | cunt cunt | cunt cunt | cunt cunt |
ˇ / ˇ
/ ˇ / ˇ / ˇ /
the nee | dle dick | the nee | dle dick | the nee- |
American poetry, tell your mother
you’ll be home late—
if anyone’s out there waiting for you to lick them good,
it’ll be a long night.
I was once fucked by an intellectual in iambic pentameter:
my hand was better, and more responsive.

your friend,
Jan Beatty
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Suce-moi ici s’il te plaît
I met a guy at the Gare du Nord,
he said, please suck me here.
Just there, waiting for the metro
in the 5 pm crowd of the great
station, its majestic statues crowning
the cornice line, the grand figure
of Paris in the center,
but I was thinking Coleman, thinking
if he only had more be-bop, if he could just—
or if he gave me a white beater truck and
a hand job, I’d suck him 3x and say:
no river can hold us
no light can blind us—
he said please suck me here.
I was in Paris, but I wanted American:
I needed to feel the body manifold,
the shoulder, the axle,
my stand-in heart
cracking like an engine block:
I said, sorry, on my way to dinner,
maybe later.
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Mike White

Missionary Position
Like Lewis and Clark
we would not come apart.
Bears. Indians. Anything
to kill the long nights
around a dwindling fire.
And beyond it all,
the slow rocking motion
of an impenetrable ocean.
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Jerome Sala

Lost Planet

…Night’s Plutonian shore—Poe

Still churning in its chilly orbit
demoted to a purple asteroid in midnight’s velvet realm
(that empty space of dreamless, cosmic sleep)
a non presence we worship, in honor of its absence
and our own nostalgia, author of mystical cartoons . . .
You once drafted the Idea of Loyalty from the world of Perfect Forms
and clothed it in the uniform of a floppy dog
who lived in a two-dimensional Technicolor world
dominated by talking mice and ducks
to whom he seems to have been devoted
since before the time when the Big Bang banged.
Or the ruler of an underworld
from whose shorelines a black bird flies
into popularity, declaring that Goth beauty
can never end, as long as the soul
is reduced to an echo
that reverberates a stream of shadows—
a psychic feedback loop that celebrates our universal damnation.
If you disappear like the canals of Mars—or its face,
that Mt. Rushmore of a non-existent alien race,
from what cosmic neighborhood will I score my draughts of Lethe?
To what whisperers in the darkness shall I donate my brain
for teleportation across the yawning vacuum
to tour the tendril-like thickets of your cold hell?
Without you a world in desperate need of more darkness, whether blessed
or cursed, will be doomed to a future of comatose, insomniac light.
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Reality Everything
The great thing about everything becoming public
is that this means nothing is.
You are traceable like a cigarette at night,
but no one is there to enforce the no smoking sign.
The lights are on, but no one’s on the phone.
Those peaceful scenes after the plague
has annihilated the small town,
and no one’s left in the restaurant or department store,
have all come true—and yet no one’s dead
the market is more crowded than ever
the street packed with stalled traffic
the sky dark from flocks of planes
punks in the overpopulated corners, the gangways,
under the street lamps, still sniffing glue—
but no one’s there to get high—
all gone somewhere far away
leaving their lives behind
to go on living without them.
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Maureen Seaton

A Thin Shining Place
Live a good poem. —Kenneth Gurney

Mourning doves gorge on millet and sunflower seeds,
wings frantic around the feeder as if I’ve been starving them
for days, when, in fact, I’ve only been starving them for a day.
Sparrows hang back, afraid of trampling, and the glossy parrots
will be here as soon as the word is out, to pick the doves up
by the scruff of their necks and throw them into the ficus. For now,
the doves perch on the sill outside the window and look my cat
straight in the eye. He makes his angsty sound, a primal buzz
that the doves don’t hear and, therefore, can’t appreciate.
They flitter away at last, and I’m reminded of a meeting
twenty miles down the Florida pike, in which a brand new
poet from El Paso confessed that up until this rarefied time
the desire in his heart to write had been implacable.
It was my birthday, and I liked his gift, a card that glittered
with a mermaid holding anemones, not a wild parrot stealing
seed from the locals, not a thwarted cat or a diffident dove,
not a poem about birds and beach cats, not a poem at all, although
he would write them ruthlessly for the next two years then
go back home and take up the job of living a good one. He said,
I knew you liked shiny things, and of course I did. Now the parrots—
a dozen at least—arrive hungry, selfish, those neon thieves and princes.
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from Fibonacci
(89)

Batman

You flirt nightly with disasters, Batman,
with your tailfins and your speeding heart.
With your six-pack and your jaw line.
When you sing at the Met no one throws eggs at you.
When you play your bagpipes, no one boos.
Your cape wraps around you like a tortilla.
Inside you are upside down and sleeping.
You compose sonar like Satie and Hendrix,
like Stravinsky and Shakur.
There are heroes in your dreams, Batman.
They clamor around you in primary hues,
disguised as nerds and teenagers.
Pixies and mafiosos.
Hansels and Dopeys.
You haunt yourself in single-breasted tuxedos,
cashmere coats, in bling and blasé.
Holy Archetype, you’re tectonic.
Your face is Grecian, your stubble mirage.
No one tweaks your cheeks, Batman.
When you ask them, they hear only pebbles
falling down a mountain made of silk.
They hear the trumpet of a mute goose.
Once you were born a winged thing,
grief and flapping, nest and pushing.
Your instincts rose like scoundrels around you.
You grew troubled as Secaucus.
Your ego was an unwashed pig.
Everyone who knew you knew.
They saw you crapping in barns,
dangling from doorframes.
They saw you on rails and highways.
In Wichita, Plainville, Syracuse.
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On Mott Street, Ludlow, St. Mark’s Place.
There were lines between your eyebrows.
There were planks beneath your nails.
You hovered over the atria
of dying corporations.
You flinched in your soft tissue.
Divine player of polo.
Routine slurper of escargots.
Oh dank and reek and velocity.
Everything grew like the windup of a pitch.
A magnet in a maelstrom.
A sponge, a vacuum.
A pit, a cloud.
When a butterfly flaps its wings on Amsterdam
you suit to kill on Madison.
When a stone trips down the Palisades,
voila!: eyewear you can spy with.
When your villains practice villainy
you drive zombily toward the bloodshed.
For you the butterfly exists ab aeterno.
Its wings beat a path to your heart,
land in your mouth, fluttering.
Molecules pass psychotically.
Storm systems veer and vomit.
There’s a wind that loves you.
This is the wind you’re named for.
Subsolanus (the South Wind).
Septentrio (the North Wind).
Draculus (son of Blood).
When people ask what you’d like to be
if you weren’t a Bat Man, you say: A ripple, a verb.
You say a physicist, a fiction writer.
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A surgeon, a pipedream.
Your ego is an equation of chicken guts
and Ferrari parts.
You strip in the moonlight, Batman.
There’s your body in its zoot suit,
its underwater shadows.
There’s your pale ass, Batman.
There’s your Adam’s apple.
There’s your electromagnetic force field
amok beside your baby grand.
When you pass a window it shutters.
When you reach for a coke, it’s flat.
No one hears you fart, Batman.
Everyone puts you on four wheels and sends you off.
Rooftops are your desert.
Nighttime is your skin.
You stand like an old man.
Your beard blows away.
A butterfly lands in the crotch of a ginkgo
on a street with flying buttresses.
Wings move randomly around the world.
Not really. Not random.
Once upon a time, you are holy, Batman.
Your fate downshifts into infinity.
You can’t believe you’re still alive.
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Noelle Kocot

I Will Sing a New Song
The baby was smiling. We were
Off somewhere, eating everything
In sight. I told you that I wanted
A percentage of everything we had
Given away in life, out of fun. Now I want
All of it, because frankly, you’re gone
And there’s nothing for you to have.
I sang this to you, while, lo and behold,
Some glorious music emanated from
The background to go with my singing.
Now I’m bleeding real blood,
And you look at me sadly.
There’s nothing left but the tremor
Of waves, and some Queen Anne’s lace
That shades the insects. But still,
I cannot leave you there, in the nonThere, in the wholesome stretches
Of road that tell me I’m almost human,
And you are almost human, too.
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Nude Ants
Talking about oneself is rarely
Intimate. The birds fly off
Somewhere, the lichens follow.
There is something
So spontaneous and restorative
About a walk through a superMarket at dusk. A little light
Peeks out from the cereal boxes,
The old ladies patiently await
Their turn. Ugliness: I I I.
But beauty is self-protective
Sometimes, and what is there
To do? Judge not these glistening
Towels of amber. Judge the
Circus-dry levees of a hundred
Wasted hydrants—oh music without
Rain, behind all this, some great
Happiness is hiding.
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It Was Freedom
“When it’s gone, who’s there,
Nobody’s there.” This is what
Zeke believed. He began walking
In the direction of never coming
Back. His hands were stiff
And smiling, but his heart raced.
His eyes burned with the speed
Of light. Zeke needed discipline,
But unfortunately, there was no one
Around to give it. The angel
Of history? Zeke couldn’t afford
Anything, but wanted people to
Think he could. He had no children
But wanted six. He walked on,
And couldn’t afford to get lost
Because there’d be no one to
Go after him, to find him. The
Thing had been like a tornado
Through his life. The thing was
Hot on his ass, the thing made
Him sweat at night, and now the
Thing was his only friend.
Not one of his friends, but the only.
The only crying that Zeke ever
Heard anymore was the howling
Of the wind through the March trees,
And he relished it, it was freedom.
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Aaron Patrick Flanagan

Floating beneath the Queen Shoals
bridge, looking for
. . . I remember now, all being quiet in a calm present, presence,
and the golden trout, its belly full of hatchlings, using me to escape
beneath, down a rock burrow I can’t see myself boring
wide enough open, so I forget. I miss the birthday parties. I blank over
the plot of my mother’s body. Up in the quietus of the beams
and girders, there hangs a kind of used rubber, and the tire smoke
has tainted a ring in the core of the green underbelly above
yet another hobo campsite. The men from the state will turn up to see about
fixing us. I miss the smell of anything on fire.
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Christopher Hennessy

Love Poem to Carl Linnaeus
Dour Carl, do you love me, too?
Would you bring me to Sweden,
like the rhubarb—sticky, sweet
rhubarb—you somehow grew.
Sing to me the litany
of other delights you hoped
to bring, hoped would take hold
in your frigid Nordic homeland:
tea plants, coffee beans,
ginger and coconut,
silk worms, cotton and clams!
Write across my body, Carl,
the magic syllables of fauna
and flora, their patina
of Latin taxonomy
fine lines on my skin.
You whisper in my ear
and each -us, -it, and -ate
makes me horny.
Whether Rhinoceros unicornis
or Rhinoceros sondaicus,
I am stiff as the ivory bill
of the Campephilus principalis.
Genus genius, your brain teems
with ways to name the wild beasts.
Let’s do it like lepus californicus.
Bay at the scarlet moon like canis lupus.
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Luxurious binomials,
sweet homo sapien, oh, Carl,
lay back and make language
love me, let me
make language
love you.
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Nocturne
I would be found laying in the dark
in the smooth basin of an empty tub,
like a fish frozen, my eyes open.
My blue pajamas abluted in piss.
Mother said I’d mutter what sounded
like numbers in some other language,
“the sound like heavy breathing, a lost boy
running up a long, long flight of stairs.”
I was cataloguing another life: alien
beings, superheroes, secret agents,
the boys in school I wanted
to be but couldn’t even talk to.
In the light, a suture through my lips.
At night, the gland of my mind—mid eclipse.
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After My Grandmother’s Funeral
for my mother

		
A blizzard is roaring outside the kitchen window,
making the birches out back a flock of shivering
black eyes.		
Why is it so hard for me
					
to place a hand on your shoulder
				
as you shudder, not for her, but for each death,
			
and the nothing that waits?
The men
		
of our family say the women of our family are granitewilled farm girls, the ice of Michigan winters shimmering
under calloused skin.
To hell with them, with the willfull blindness of men: you hated a man once, only once: fat Mr. Cobb,
the grocer who bought eight seasons of your 4H rams:
		

You remember every ram’s name

(the ewes’ have faded):

twins Frank and Hank, black-booted Sam, your first, Buck Owens.
		

So many, and each so pretty,		

blue ribbons through their ears.
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Abby E. Murray

Mortal Women
Eventually we all make love in public,
someplace legendary like a parking lot
or a hotel lobby or behind the Christmas tree,
and, most likely, our lovers do not
read us poetry afterward, instead
they ask us sleepily to read to them
because we do it so well, and we do,
and we assume it is because our lovers
enjoy poetry, that they foster romance
in the soft middles of their bones,
and what they need most after orgasm
is for us to compare ourselves
to birds or a couple of pumpkins growing
on the same vine, never a nap,
no one sees us doing these things
other than our companions and God,
who also happens to think we are beautiful
even in the silliest positions or locations,
no matter what we are saying or reading,
and Venus, patron saint of beauty,
fantasy’s image, can see us too and leans
forward in her cherry blossom throne
to look over God’s shoulder and say
That girl ought to be put down, but God
says No, let her be, see how she lets him
rub her feet, those enormous boats of hers,
like she’s letting him in on some secret,
it’s divine, God says, I can’t get enough
of them, look how she reads poetry
like she’s running out of air, like she’s sitting
underwater! And the heavens carry on
and the night does not come until
a strange pulsing comet behind Venus,
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behind God, behind the rows of thrones
says they’ve seen enough, stand back,
someone loosen the stars from their sockets
so everyone might rest their eyes.
No one reaches for the lights
before they’re out, and the world fills
with the sound of bodies shifting in the dark.
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Wayne Johns

Museum of Trees
—Muir Woods

Not difficult to see why our ancestors
might’ve worshipped these—not trees
so much as markers. It’s impossible to show
scale, but we still move along the paved trail
with cameras, forming a line to frame shots
of loved ones—in this case, you—standing
in the scar of one hollowed by lightning.
Otherwise, we keep enough distance between us
to make it feel more like Cathedral Grove.
Pointing to a pair of black-tailed deer,
you gather a hushed crowd. Unaware
the film’s improperly loaded, I crop
strangers beside colossal trunks. Closing off
so much to get some particular. I had meant
to show us dwarved, the peculiar
cast of light through chasms, the two
deer that drew close enough to feed.
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William Stobb

1777
If he’d lived longer, he’d only have wanted more. Despite the dead
animal and that it became dinner. The hats they wore—history attends to hats and meats.
People will worry about their friends and colleagues. Their acts of
decoration—dressers, desks, dashboards—will cause worry when a death decoration is half
out the door.
People will think of lighting their lives deserve but rarely of
what they get. So free-floating artists of vivid living install tracks, soft bulbs, dimmers. My
God, I said aloud when I learned my great great great Uncle died in terror. Weeks I
imagined the conflagration.
		
John means
what? Native? Like my father done. Meaning a sense of anyone’s sacrifice for his or her
own child—the barrier that love creates. How better off any family, anyone, might be
without the barrier.
I liked the wide awake sign—the eye between the
words. I liked the word dixie. And the hats they wore. God they bled and bled.
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Some Traces

Live in a world without love. —David Byrne

Carrying around video
of the ribcage they found on that inlet.
Footage makes the lost
feeling, the sky opens to void
feeling. Practical
applications include not touching
hotel bedspreads. Birds
back early—February—
snagged the shredded
cardboard from the case of beer
we drank on Penny’s day.
What anyone lives in
bodies dis- and remembered. A cardboard sign
read I need a miracle—the woman
muttering in the intersection
maybe counts by-passing
sinners. Sparks
I thought back-alley
fireworks actually arcing power line
snapped free. Sea-plane
buzzes the man-eating bear persistently
hammering at the bones.
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Steven D. Schroeder

Never Loved a Shovel
A bulldozer driver. A pirate. A pilot diving his jet above
The sun against a zeppelin. A veteran like Dad who fixes
Kittens and hands out candy to kids with kittens. A cheetah
Policeman with a million speeding tickets but he’s still
The fastest. The guitar-est. The universe’s loudest riverboat
Motor inventor. Maroon or magenta or a shade of blood
Not discovered yet or something. Something with stingers.
Something that changes into something else and blows up
Your head if you stare too hard. Something where you make
Something of yourself. Your mother. Another number
In accounting. A manajerk who would force you to work
A shift down the mine shaft even if the canary turned blue.
Appendix A. A bladejobber. Alive. A graverobber.
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Evan J. Peterson

Franken Berry?
Please tell me you’re joking. His eyes are two portholes,
all of him a portmanteau so obvious you hear the hinges
creak. At one side of his head, a pressure gauge emerges.
A steam whistle blows at the other. His pink complexion
is like a phial of bloody milk, and his fingernails are strawberries. Strawberries! An outrage in hot coral. Each bowl
hemorrhages, rosy with toothrot, while you sing in praise
of color television. Each box promises a prize, a choking
hazard: a werewolf kazoo for summoning the Fruit Brutes.
They slink out from behind dumpsters and snatch you up
from the playground. Then they twist off your little head
like a milkbottle cap. What a sweet pack.
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Mark Bibbins

The Beginning of What
Didn’t Happen
I was praying to Santa, who has never
recognized my birthday, which could
explain why this year I received a copy
of the Nowhere Social Register
and a used pop-up turkey timer, both
of which I now use as ballast as I bob
in a giant pot, cannibal-dinner style.
As it says on my tombstone,
“Lazy but funny.”
		
Add me to the list
of almost notable ’mos who passed
on the South Pole; I elsewise go
where I am called upon to edit
down the news. I’ll have to order
a bigger valise for all of my
distractions, but hurry, the last boat
leaves on the hour. I was praying
for something extra excellent,
but might not get it if I say what it is.
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In This Much Light
An affliction came to visit,
made me all surface.
Now the worries are easier
to track and dismiss as they range
across my skin, a movie beaming
over car roofs at a drive-in.
I assume everyone inside
would like my advice
if I had any—shine right up
into their foggy windows
and keep shining until
they roll them down and say
No, this story isn’t us, it’s you,
your problem.
A sense of calm
veered toward me as I began
declining to do what I couldn’t
suffer, until a possible new
friend asked what I was affirming.
Thus did I wake and note
that nothing should be novel,
content in a quiet as quiet as snow
landing on a green dress.
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Nolan Chessman

The Honeymoon
If it be together, I go newly and not back again. I go
Western with dueling scalpels, the heart so hard your knife
notches it. I said I wanted a modern death, hospitable. Here
I am my thumbs are hooked into the ground. Pull me up.
My roots come out thick as prairie dogs. What do you think
you are hatching in your hands like wild leeks? Always
the voice. The right heart says, you are the bluest vessel
I have ever sunk. The left: dart your dying eyes and come starry.
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Karen Garthe

Aerialist
Not everybody gets to break in a virgin ceiling on a tensile swath
bundling and unbundling
so everybody below is yearning
pastie rounds
eye patch dousing
not everybody gets to
ramp up the mulberry
gear the ground of stars and wink the great divide
shock of silk
the knees
		
gulf
cocooned in the iceberg calving
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Field Mothers
conversation in the ladies room at Reno’s
			
arms folded “. . . about the warbling idiot,
				
mothers
Vapors”
I know doom when I see it and sometimes I say
			
Full steam ahead With This
			
doom
field
Club Slocum going down
the red black lousiness of the hour held the principality of stars
a barque of padres/madres held
sex in every bowl and drawer
		
couples held even when they left, when they finally got to the roadhouse
				
All Night Fetch
			
Last Fund of Comic
salamanders promised directly out of fire
the flappers sorrowed all night in the field right there IT WAS,
			
BENJY
REALLY running along the fence ALL NIGHT
Caddy flattened, stalled in the dark
			
2 Dear Violets’ downtown marquee brand
		
Thump
		
Love Lace
Axel home in the redblack forest
		
of painstaking
attention, Sweeney, A t t e n t i o n
		
To Pain
		

Except this beautiful broad field
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Elinor Nauen

Road Trips A to Z
Alabama. I spent the night with friends in their house on Lake Martin. The lake
was made in 1926 by damming the Tallapoosa River, but felt so old as to be behind
memory. How is it that it smelled like home, or was it only because I had left winter
to fly south? There’s something about arriving at night and waking at dawn in a new
season that makes you feel like this is where you have always been.
Baltimore. For a couple of years, I hitched almost every weekend from Michigan,
with Beth, to see her boyfriend in Maryland. It usually took 1 or 2 rides to get to
Toledo, where we hopped on the tedious Ohio and Pennsylvania turnpikes. At
Breezewood, I-70 peeled off, dipping deeply south. Almost there!
Beth’s aphorisms: the longer the wait the better the ride; wash your face every chance
you get; say yes to all offers of coffee or food. She would start any old sentence with
“Like I always say.” “Like I always say, never trust a driver in a fedora.” “Like I always
say, when you take I-95 on the way to a big demonstration in D.C. . . .”
Bob Bondurant. The bad news was that I rear-ended a semi full of nuclear waste at
65 miles per hour. The good news was I only did it once. The “semi” was really a line
of traffic cones at the Highway Survival Training course of the Bob Bondurant School
of High Performance Driving, in Arizona, with exercises that imitated real-life driving
hazards, such as a child darting into the street. I was supposed to roar toward the
cones, slam on the brakes, and yank the car around the obstruction.
“What did I do wrong?” I asked after clipping the cones (and theoretically
destroying half the state).
“You hit what you look at,” said the unflappable teacher, a race-car driver
himself. “Rather than the cones,” he explains, “look for the opening.”
Ah! Eyes on the hole, I burned serious rubber yet instead of a giant,
unmovable object in front of me, I found an enormous gap to the right and threaded
through it easily.
A 1975 Celica. The side door was jammed and it was amusing to watch passengers
clamber over the gearshift. Except when I had to do it.
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Danger. All those thousands of miles on my thumb and nothing bad ever happened.
To anyone who so much as leered, I would say in a sanctimonious tone, I’m just looking
for a ride; would you say that to your daughter? Why was I never raped or murdered or
even harassed? Why was I never scared? I believed that most people were simply going
somewhere and it would have to be awfully bad luck to crisscross with a murderer. And
I believed that if your number was up, that was that.
Des Moines. I was wearing a long black coat from the Salvation Army. I stood under
an overpass in a snowstorm and was mad that people didn’t stop.
Destination. My friend Ken was hitchhiking from Sioux Falls to see me in Maryland
and ended up going to Florida instead. It happened a lot that you went where a ride was
headed, rather than where you were. I once went to the ride board in Lansing to go to
Atlanta and found a drive-away to Oregon. So I went to the West Coast.
Eureka, CA. Like people, you take to some places and loathe others on sight. Maybe
it was because I had to walk all the way across Eureka before I could get a ride, a long
miracle mile of fast foods and gas stations. In those days I barely ever bought anything.
I believed there was nothing I needed and I didn’t know there was anything I wanted.
Egypt. One of the few places I was unsuccessful in my demand to get behind the wheel.
I was relieved, to tell the truth. The scary drivers in Cairo did things like use six lanes
when three were marked. I saw more fender benders in two weeks than all my years in
New York. I was told that the traffic cops are there only to write down plate numbers
of infractions; at the end of the year, they let you know how much you owe. Traffic
lights mean nothing. Everyone goes, and when there’s a break, everyone in the other
direction goes.
Ferry boat. A guy picked us up and we ended up on a ferry, and he turned out to be the
father of this girl we knew, Merry, whose wedding to B.C. we’d all gone to. The guys had
worn yellow shirts, a color popular a few years earlier, the last time they’d bought dress
clothes. I convinced Phil that if he was going to wear a Nehru jacket, it should be with a
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big medallion: Do it up! Make it look intentional. . . . Poor Phil. (I was kind of a
mean girl.)
Ford Madox Ford, my ‘73 LTD.
Florida. On the beach near Homestead, I dribbled sand on Duane Roberts and told
him the sky was falling, and he freaked out. Much later someone told me he was the
narc who turned in a bunch of my friends. I sort of believed it because he had reupped and had a son he called “Boy!”
Gremlin. I remember lots of the cars that picked me up, better than most of the
drivers.
Hitchhiking. “Nowhere to go but everywhere.”
Indiana. I had a good time there twice: Once when two truck drivers detoured
through a steel mill at dawn, and it was beautiful in an industrial American way. And
in about 1972 when I went to visit a girl I knew at her aunt’s on the Wabash River.
It Happened One Night. Claudette Colbert teaches Clark Gable how to hitchhike.
I wore jeans. And motorcycle boots.
Janet and The Lincoln. Her father had bought it for her mother, who didn’t like it
because it was too big, so she gave it to Janet. White with red leather interior was
fine for a suburban Minnesota lady, but suspicious as all get out when driven by
hippie-ish longhairs. Janet and her boyfriend got stopped all the time, as did she and
I when we took the Bluenose ferry to Canada then drove back. As if drug dealers
would be so obvious.
Johnny is neither much of a traveler nor a talker. Yet the deepest conversation we
ever had was driving home late one night, sitting side by side.
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Kansas City from Baltimore in one straight shot. He’d just gotten out of the
service and wanted to put it behind him as fast as he could. His sister and I sat
in the back seat the whole way, and he stopped only for gas. I stayed overnight at
their family’s house, then hitched home to Sioux Falls, straight north on I-29.
Literature. Blue Highways, On the Road, Life on the Mississippi. Great writing is
always about place.
Mack trucks. The best rides. They appreciated the company. They were going
a long way, and would often CB ahead and get me another ride. They’d been
everywhere, and I loved to hear their stories.
Maine
I have to get in
a car right
this minute and drive
a thousand miles. With
no purpose but
to sing the corn
sings. It could be
1976 when I
lived in town eating
cream cheese
listening to Bruce
Springsteen hiding
on back streets
wishing my lover would
call on me. The hot
air was yellow: I
owned a car, held
out, drove
to the shore for clams. We
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served enchiladas and feuds.
I drove home
3 a.m. because
of the children, glistening
Quebec French forties pop:
like songs
my mother
sang—happy
& betrayed.
A Mercury that got stolen a month after I bought it from the shadiest car dealer
on the Eastern seaboard, Sleazy Harry of Bangor, Maine. Turned out you had to let
the transmission warm up for 20 minutes before you could shove it into gear, so we
had the habit of grabbing a drink in a bar while it idled. That was a mistake in New
York City.
New Mexico. There was the Raton Pass where we shook the Colorado dirt from our
tires and headed south and west, to California. And the time Maggie and I escaped a
heat wave by going down into Carlsbad Caverns.
Ohio. I used to drive a friend’s Saab twice a year from New York to Minnesota and
back. I was on I-70 near Columbus, listening to E. B. White as he came to the end
of Charlotte’s Web: “It’s not everyone who can be a good writer and a good friend.
Charlotte was both.” I watched a car drive by, four big-eyed Midwesterners staring
at this woman alone in a car, bawling her eyes out. I wonder if once in a while one
of them still mentions it. On November 22, 1963, my mother heard the news of
President Kennedy’s assassination on the car radio and almost had an accident when
she threw her hands off the wheel in shock, the other driver giving her a dirty look,
but later knowing what must have happened to my mother at that exact moment. So
my mom was forever an anonymous part of that woman’s story about the day.
People I met, unexpected conversations, games with my family like guessing how
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long a mile is, singing “99 Bottles of Beer on the Wall” and “I’ve Been Working on the
Railroad,” going through towns my friends were from, making up stories about myself
and keeping the amplifications straight from ride to ride, all the people of America
who were kind and weird and interested, who taught me, like the guy who loved Paul
Strand. I think I couldn’t really be friends with a man I didn’t trip with or a woman I
didn’t travel with.
Quest. I may have wasted half my life, but none of it when I was sitting in a vehicle
rocketing across the asphalt of the US of A.
“I went for a ride in the country, and what do you think I saw? I saw a donkey eating
hay. Hee haw. Hee haw. Hee haw.” My sister Lindsay claims this was not her favorite
song as I once said in print.
Route 66. A name can mean as much to a road as to a person. Frances Gumm could
sing, but “Judy Garland” was a star. Of Route 66’s many celebrated components, the
first is the name itself. Route, as in moon and June—the crooning sound that sold a
gazillion Tin Pan Alley hits. And then Sixty-six—the sound of wind in barbed wire.
More fun to say than the pillowy Lincoln or Roosevelt Highway. Would Bobby Troup,
who wrote “(Get Your Kicks on) Route 66,” have been “lovin’ his baby on Highway 80”
or “doin’ it again on Highway 10”? And the alliteration: Mickey Mouse . . . Coca-Cola
. . . 66. Six is a perfect number in many ancient systems, and doubled numbers
(the .44 and .22 guns, “77 Sunset Strip”) are catchy and powerful. Sixty-six. Those
derringer-shaped sixes shooting toward the West set a tone that the road never lost.
Like the Road Runner cartoons, with wheels of movement made of whirls and tails,
the sixes laid sideways roll off into the sunset, a loop-de-loop carnival ride that shoots
you out onto the long straightaway of the high plains.
Sondra McCart was the first person I ever hitchhiked with. It was the summer we
finished high school and we were giddy with our own importance. Before that, we
flayed our restlessness by borrowing cars left with the keys in them. The term “joy
ride” doesn’t do justice to the thrill of letting them glide out of the driveway in neutral,
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then driving halfway across the state. We always brought them back, and even put
a buck or two in the tank.
Songs. In the ‘70s, you started a road trip by smoking a joint and turning on the
radio. The first song that came on was an omen of the trip. If it was a cool song,
we knew we were in for a good time. If it was a dud (such as “A Horse with No
Name,” most of Jim Croce or anything by Billy Joel or, worst of all, Chicago), well,
we would change the station or wait for a better one like the Allman Brothers,
Grateful Dead, Lobo (“Me and You and a Dog Named Boo”), Moody Blues (we
always tripped to A Question of Balance), the Eagles’ “Take It Easy,” Crosby, Stills,
Nash and Young’s “Teach Your Children,” Creedence, the Doors.
Texas. I flew from New York to Dallas, where Eileen picked me up at the airport
to drive straight back to New York.
United States. My friends all took bus trips across Afghanistan or hitchhiked
through Spain. I stayed home. They went to India and I went to Indiana. It
seemed way more glamorous to see the USA. I was a sucker for car commercials,
interstates, truckstops, truck drivers, county roads, roadside attractions, roadside
picnic tables, scenic overlooks, regional snacks and candy bars, locals, Main
Streets, mystery spots.
Vicarious travel. I wrote my first long poem, “Cars,” soon after moving to New
York City, where for the first time since I was 15, I didn’t own or have access to a
car. It was a shock to be a pedestrian. I loved my cars, worked on them, thought
about them, named them.
Wyoming. After the sign telling us “Laramie 40 miles” we drove a half hour. The
next sign said “Laramie 40 miles” and just past it, the first buildings we’d seen
since Cheyenne, a huddle of trailers.
X-country. I don’t know how many cross-country drives I’ve taken. Not enough.
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Y were the kids 20 years my junior not struck by the urge to go? Why did I think
that standing by a highway with my thumb out was so thrilling? I remember
finding a joint on a highway guardrail, obviously left for the next person who
wound up standing precisely there.
Zanesville, Ohio, a former state capital. Pawcatuck, Connecticut, the first place
I ever spent a night on the East Coast, sick with excitement. Warwick, Rhode
Island, where my quasi-boyfriend Jim Rigby was from, who everybody wanted
me to marry so I’d be Elinor Rigby. Amarillo, Texas – Cadillac Ranch. Scranton,
PA. Scranton, ND. What Cheer, Iowa—just a name and an exit. Jamestown,
New York, and the worst motel bed ever. Vaughn, New Mexico, a nice motel. A
brilliant salad in Helena, Montana. Drain, Oregon, where I spent a night on a
commune. Liberal, Kansas, which isn’t. Tupelo, Mississippi, to Jackson on the
Natchez Trace Parkway, an ancient route of the buffalo. Lafayette, Indiana, and
Waldo’s beautiful thick hair. Sedalia, Missouri, and the carnival roustabouts I
emphatically did not drink under the table. Little Rock, Arkansas. Harpers Ferry,
West Virginia, and the New York Four on a bike ride. Two Harbors, Minnesota,
and cold, cold Lake Superior. The all-time best hot fudge sundae, La Crosse,
Wisconsin. Lamoine, Maine. Carrollton, Georgia—disco with Billy and Forrister.
The House in Severn, Maryland, and our Air Force days. Steve’s daddy’s black
tulip-poplar honey from Spartanburg, South Carolina. Chadron, Nebraska.
Durango, Colorado, a scary road through Mesa Verde National Park at dusk.
Hitchhiking, one straight shot from Lansing, Michigan, to Memphis, Tennessee.
Sun City West, AZ, where I was carded on my 38th birthday. Kapalua, Maui, HI.
Hoquiam, WA, where I kept winning at pool despite never sinking a ball because
the guys kept scratching, annoying all of us. Sheridan, Wyoming, a dude ranch
in the Grand Tetons. Opelika, Alabama. Chicago, Illinois, ragged old Comiskey
Park. Boston, Mass. Keene, New Hampshire. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,
where I worked. Golden Spike National Historic Site and Spiral Jetty, Utah. Troy,
Idaho. Norwalk, Ohio, exit 7 on the Ohio Turnpike. Newark, Delaware. Danville,
Virginia, where the Old 97 lost its airbrakes and you see what a jump he made.
Boulder City, and the only bed and breakfast in Nevada. St. Petersburg, F.L.A.
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Asheville, NC, where I could maybe retire. New Orleans, Louisiana. Orwell,
Vermont. Lexington, Kentucky, which my granddaughter, when she was 5, spelled
C-u-n-t-u-k-y. From Crescent City to Glendora, California. Norman, Oklahoma
(Hi, Mark!). Sioux Falls, South Dakota, where I was born and mostly raised. I’ve
been to 49 states.
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Michael Rothenberg

Moving
I am moving. I am always moving
Rain and those broken pine needles behind me
There goes Ira Cohen, neighbor putting out the garbage
On a Sunday, Monday behind me, going to the New Year
Walk Ziggy, drink coffee, old drafts waiting for new drafts
Here comes that new poem, blinking cursor, bouncing ball
Follow that, follow me, off the wall, a trail of dust
Morning cough, gone, hawk crosses tree top
Rotating heater dries out the guitar
Aching bones in spore laden mist
Throw a quarter in the coffee can full of pennies
Ink so slowly fading
Spider on the rock by the window
Battery charging, draining, recharging, surge protector
blinks, winks, drinks up the universe, governs, regulates
Proposes a compromise of pain and pleasure
Dehumidify, that Sweet Elysium signifies as I wait
The gray gloom drizzle, scissor resting, bills pending
Bored letter opener, photo of Gramps smiling,
Mom outside the Jockey Club with grandson Cosmos
Green barnacled bottle from Gulf of Mexico carried ashore
Across the United States in a box in back of a huge
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moving truck. Sits on the shelf beside the incense burner,
mala, which is a prayer always happening, geode
with a miniature gold eagle perched upon a crystal
Satchel for ashes of the dead. Here come the ashes
Here come the dead.
				

December 20, 2009
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Kyle Miner

Sylvia imagines
Sylvia imagines that
Ted is Max Von Sydow
dressed as a knight wearing
chain-mail over his head like a towel
after a shower. She imagines him
with a gallant jaw-line
gallivanting through London
to bring her back beehives.
Imagines his pockets full of
grant money. That when she wakes
early, before sun-up, he is in the parlor
arranging it into small piles,
making a fort for the children.
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Sylvia discovers the
Wilhelm scream
It is sitting quietly in Ingmar’s editing room
waiting for the day’s filming to wrap.
Sylvia asks its name. Offers it
a nice slice of tomato soup cake
and it says it’s tired of waiting around
to be recognized. That the sets are
always so melancholy, and quiet.
She sits with it and says she doesn’t
really understand Ingmar’s films.
Says Sometimes, Scream,
Ingmar demands silence. Sometimes
I wring my hands so hard the knuckles bleed.
The front door slams shut and she jumps.
Leaves a piece of cake for Ingmar and
shoves the scream in her mouth,
running silently into the kitchen
to do the dishes.
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Ingmar decides to film
The Bell Jar
He casts a lovely young German
girl and views her sideways.
Instructs her to twirl
in her hospital gown.
Until Sylvia, watching from the edge
of the stage, smacks her with a hand
of red paint. Vows to move away,
to take the children & start a life in Spain.
When she gets home, she crawls inside
the large walk-in refrigerator.
After she’s gone
Ingmar & the girl
laugh & laugh.
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Ingmar purchases a throne
Ingmar purchases a throne &
puts it in the study
across from Sylvia’s desk
& typewriter. He sits in it
with a menacing scowl.
When the children speak to him
he responds via megaphone.
With a guttural growl
he tells Sylvia Write me a poem
about pork chops and
then cook me the poem.
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Ingmar & Sylvia dance
Ingmar & Sylvia dance
on the horizon, so that under
their silhouettes we can imagine
they are happy.
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David Blasco

Lycanthropy
You are waxing at your psychotherapist about the moon. He falls
asleep reading Lacan & dreams no one understands the meaning of
candid. His mother fat with cyanide, his mother proselytizes a thorn
bush to better seasons. She is carried off on a burning mattress, no one
understands what it means. A yellow can of water breeds mosquitoes
in the corner. It is clever to invert the Real & the Imaginary, a dead
limb growing in the sky. Surely there are knots which cannot be
unknotted, the rope rots brown with lake water. The dock half sunk
in mud. His hair grows into his shoes, his sleep a round white brick &
no sun, his children grow up to become doctors. No one understands
what it means. No one gives it a name. Because the night is porous
like bone. No one cares about dreams. You’re still talking about the
fucking moon.
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Cynthia Hogue

Revenant
The drape’s voile
hung askew. A sycamore
sapling’s half-visible with
crooked, sticklike branch. Evenings a rose window, wormhole, gyre appears in the wood, not round,
exactly: tree limbs form monochromatic
tesserae darken to scarlet shot through with the last blue
light as time
shifts to false account:
I’m more alert to hear
the door open to shadow
which is what
looms the instant I’m lost
in thought, and start
to see a form.
I’m told it
doesn’t move,
that the seer recognizes—let’s say
the way of things—the phrase
familiar if not the sight, the notknown’s sudden,
bitter ruse.
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Carrie Etter

Eldest
Lean forward in shadow. The room is corridor opening into square, passage
and purpose.
On the distant bed, a spill of mottled flesh, the white cotton gown fallen to
little use. You gape in the doorway. His body is positioned away, toward the
window. You stare until he calls, calls you into mutual shame.
Now you must gentle. The mind, relieved, packs away its unfinished
question. The bowl of green gelatin has no scent. You hold it to your nose as
he draws the cloth up with a tug, his grasp like a bird’s.
No, not shame. Not now. Though he doesn’t know it, he will be glad when
you sit down at last. This is your father. The room is white and inescapable.
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Travis Mossotti

Winter Letter
Our house can’t hold its heat—
not a draft but a winter breeze
blows through the curtains,
through our cheap windows,
until I’m fed up with seasons,
the moodiness of nature altogether,
the scraps, the blackbird swarms
rifling in the foliage, detritus, decay.
Even winter has started to sag under
the weight of itself, and soon, the only
green thing left is the pine tree next
to the mailbox, its fingers tipped
with ice from the last storm. I
know better than to complain
about the immutable law that governs
change—this, and then this—and so
I chip the ice from the mailbox flag
with a screwdriver and pry its mouth
open to mail a letter to you, this letter,
that you might read and understand.
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Denise Duhamel

Long Distance Relationship
Dan said setting up a household
as man and woman
doesn’t do either any good
I knew he was right
but still I was sad
missing you 1172 miles away
once you joked
you’d fold up the earth
so that Delaware, OH
would be only own town
from Hollywood, FL
and it occurs to me
that it could me worse
you could be in the state
of Delaware and I could be
in Hollywood, CA
and then there’d be time zones
to contend with
and sometimes one of us would be
in the dark while the other
was in the light
when I told my GYN
about you he said we were G.U.
geographically undesirable
a term I’d never heard
he was married and I thought
how does he know the codes
of modern dating
was he a cheater
or did patients like me
tell him their woes
how they missed their G.U.’s
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the way I miss not being
with you and Emmy
who told the story
of one of her students
who called the gynecologist
a vaginacologist
several times before she got
what he was saying
and that even as she corrected him
she had to admit
that the vaginacologist
as a word made sense
and I tell my GYN
all about it as he writes
me a prescription
for a bone density
and mammogram
where the technician gives me
a pink carnation
like she does every year
I usually forget it
in the back seat of the car
where it browns
but today I bring it inside
to put in water
so that when you
get off the plane tomorrow
I can give you a boutonnière
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Dossi r

Frank O’Hara
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Denise Duhamel

Meditations in an Emergency
Today Don Draper read your book
after he’d seen another man
reading a copy while eating lunch
at a bar and I wonder if you’d like
Mad Men if you were still here
or if you like the show from wherever
you are
if you like the Technicolor dresses
and furniture I recognize certain patterns
etched into the highball glasses
and the wooden plaques
that pass as art and the diamond shapes
on the walls in the supermarket
but still I find Don Draper troubling
though his real name is Richard Whitman
which may be a nod to another poet
or the chocolate sampler
		
Draper
assumes the identity of a dead war hero
to escape his past and who doesn’t
want to scrap it all and start again
you left Massachusetts and I left
Rhode Island and moved to New York
although I suppose you’d feel differently
about Draper’s womanizing than I do
since you were a guy and slept around a lot
if the rumors were true
but I’ve always found bed hopping
problematic because someone
new or old to the game
is always getting hurt
but it’s hard to talk about
without sounding like a prude
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which I swear I’m not it’s just that
I don’t enjoy breaking hearts for sport
when the guy at the stables
says to Draper’s wife my fiancé
is jealous of you he puts her
in a bad position because now she knows
he likes her and is most probably
willing to cheat on his fiancée but he doesn’t
come right out to say that so the onus
is on her to reject him and then
he can always deny he likes her
he can say his fiancée is jealous
of everyone and pretend it’s nothing
he’s doing
know what I mean
that happened to me
my friend
said my wife says all you ever do
is talk about her and once I realized
I was the her I told him he should talk
to his wife about other things
awkwardness hung around us
like a toxic Christmas tree-shaped
air freshener from a rearview mirror
in a Coupe de Ville Draper would drive
and I’m glad the script writers chose you
and not Ginsberg for the main character to read
though Mad Men will never be
as authentic as your poems
because hindsight sharpens
those gray flannel suits
and bra cones into camp
but not your poems Frank
your poems were really there
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Paul Killebrew

Actually Present
I don’t remember you, but you keep
coming back. Is that what you think of me?
I’ve got two sick children. My little girl
has a hole in her belly and we have to pour
milk down her throat. So much the better,
make it difficult and meaningless as when
we turn into the park and hope the conversation
picks up somehow. My heart wasn’t in it,
I think you knew even then, but I wanted
to rearrange thin bars of thought into a ladderlike system of total devotion to the present
in its fabulous vanity. You were beautiful
to me, your lapel against your chin and the
orange light flinging itself from your mouth.
At the top of the hill you could see all four walls,
it was windy, the ceremony was invested
with deepening resolve, reflection, amazement,
cast out of the boredom at the center of all things.
I walked down the middle of the bus. I took
a photograph. I read about a town in East Texas
where a crust lowered onto all nakedness
and then dusted away with every glance.
I plugged in my computer and looked around
at the mess as you moved through subtle
modulations of texture from one end of the room
to the other. Something something something,
something something something.
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from a currently untitled long poem:
Time is filled with constant sound
that occasionally impresses itself
upon a clutter of seconds, but even then
it has nothing on the way the mind
is embossed with arrangements of light.
The sky fills and empties, the rug splashes
with delight, and the person who knew
without having to ask that there are any
number of ways to fail your family
glided up the steps of the courthouse
so gracefully you almost thought
it was worth it. But hadn’t everything
happened already? The tongue fell
from the palate to the floor,
we opened our eyes wide
and pulled out the sides of our mouths.
Time cascaded around us in a blossoming
orange oval. I was incredibly pretty
with my dark green blouse and red scarf,
my black eyes set against the cool blush
of sudden attention. No one would believe
what could happen in my mind.
You went from one place to another,
but I remained perfectly still and developed
a different kind of movement, a subtle
rearrangement of the salient phenomena
within the horizon of my perceptions.
A less frequent tree, excuses fulfilled,
reassembling so analytically as the situation
pivots away from you. I filled the hours
with anything beside the point, belief
arcing from a curl of paper, pink music
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in my stomach. O the despotic possible!
I wave up and down like a party
as the air pricks my insides, searching
for a correlation between where the signs
appear in space and the shapes making
tenable settings in my eyes. I’m not a driveway
or the afternoon. I’m the Friday grass.
I knew you made a decision about something
that day you crawled through the airshaft
and tore the afternoon limb from limb,
so I formed myself on the end of a spoon.
The doorknob came apart in my hand,
much of what I understood to be myself,
bicycles in the pool, the humidity, the rest.
Some people are not like you.
A lot of people are not like you.
One person is not like you.
The night polishes its clouds.
I work off a list of what I enjoy
in this life, the streetlights and the moon
pulsing down a line through the trees
that clatters in a gate’s memory
like a basketball tearing through the sunlight
towards Justin. He accomplishes his left
and fails the welling estimation.
He could have done more
to comb through the forms
that later would harvest
his strange moods into a stranger way
of looking through the bones in his face
at the surrounding earth,
but all it would have meant,
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even at its most meticulous pagination,
was a blurry oval on the cinderblock wall
of the hallway that marries a casual stroll
to bureaucracy. Are you some kind of drawer?
May I mention the doorway,
well hello there, yes! Now would be a perfect time
to gender identify. I’m a fucking mongoose.
Could you switch on the light?
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AE Clark

the water (track #2)
Out of frame, there’s a letter I’ve just read. And the water
is close enough to hear. Close enough
to feel the impact of the waves. You write,
Harbormaster, I wanted to reach you but didn’t
know the lay of the land. Because the shore makes the tide fight itself
you stayed at sea. Even though I loved you
there was only room for one.

The letter’s in the frame now. The harbor becomes the sea.
Like every sad movie ending I ever wanted to believe.
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Elizabeth Robinson

Eminent Victorians

(after Frank O’Hara & for Brad Gooch)

Watching the movie Carrington in order to watch
Emma Thompson, I note in the closing credits
Carrington’s painting of Lytton-Strachey and his hands,
their beautiful elongated fingers. This leads to months
of reading about Carrington, a fantasy of visiting the Tate
where the painting is housed, and finally a series of
poems about Carrington, love poems, really, for
a dead woman. When
these poems are made into a little chapbook, I show them
to my friend Devin who says,
“You should show these to Jeff, because he loves surrealists,”
and I realize that he has mistaken Dora Carrington,
who preferred to be called simply Carrington, with Leonora
Carrington. Yes,
he mistook Leonora for Dora. But while Dora
is long dead, Leonora is, remarkably, alive and still painting
in Mexico City, and Dora loved Lytton-Strachey who was gay
and didn’t love her back (though he was extremely fond of her)
while Leonora loved Max Ernst who loved
her back, at least for a while. Leonora spent time in an
insane asylum, and Dora did not, though she did have an affair
with a woman who called herself Valentine but whose
real name was Gladys and who
later became the lover of Sylvia Townsend Warner.
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I say to my BFF Susanne that her ex-husband clearly thinks of her as
the love of his life, and she notes that it is bittersweet to be the
beloved of someone you don’t respect or like. This leads to
reflections on what it means to love unrequited, in my case not
least Carrington, who was safely dead before she became my
beloved, and I feel sadness, but also a certain
security; it’s a very stable relationship. However, to have an
object of affection, like Carrington, who dies, as Lytton-Strachey
did, during the period of unrequitedness, is catastrophic, such that
when Carrington asked her friends to borrow a rifle, they said no
for fear that she would do away with herself.
“It’s alright,” she insisted, “I just want to scare off some rabbits who
are getting into the garden.” So they lent her the rifle, and of
course she shot herself and the rabbits, who were startled,
ran into their holes.
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Michael Flory Ogletree

On O’Hara’s Birthday
The sky is perfectly blue
and all the things that move me
are inside hiding (probably under
one of the cats) so it’s no big deal
that the breeze smells just like laundry
until Rachmaninoff’s 2nd starts
skipping on the turntable and I wonder
what else could I possibly listen to
today (Billie, of course) but it’s too late
and I have to close the window
Frank I tattooed you on my arm
and still my poems move slowly
like the boring clouds on this
stupidly lovely day too nice
for March and really just a trick
at the close-but-not-quite-end
of the rainy season but what would you do?
Probably tell me to open the window
and quit being such a sap it’s bad enough
we write poems anyway and since no one
else is home it’s a good enough reason
for me and so I do
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Christopher Schmidt

All the Words Except Idlewild*
Why do they always blow her name around
when they talk garbage about the escalation of surface
and the slipperiness of the cultural turn?
It’s not that I don’t love a deliberate art, the speaking through masks,
the whole Eliot-Stevens pastiche.
It’s not that I don’t love poetry, hang it.
But what about me? Since I’ve arrived,
I’ve got nothin’ but critique.
Saver-destroyer. Provider-waster.
To be honest, when I look at her, it’s not “star” that I see.
I see poems as people movers, as elevators
of the worst possible taste. Yes, my work includes miniature lakes
but also revolving cocktail lounges,
Steve McQueen and Kennedy before he was an airport.
Airplanes, too, are a kind of transport.
Sometimes I make a trip to Idlewild just to watch.
Consider the poem a space
and that your movement through it
tells a singular story each time,
depending on where you stand when you read it.
The difference between us and them
is that we admit the decay of the city
into the warp of our work,
like slim hips into distressed corduroy.
I can hear the inseam
rubbing against your thighs,
which makes me want to see movies of you
in a theater on 4th st. at 4 a.m.
after drinking too much gin.
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The bars have closed and I can’t decide
whether to play around or watch from behind
and let others do the dirty work for me.
Just because I dress up for a living
doesn’t make me any less of a man.
Say style expresses the truth of late capital.
Say a paraliterature of kitsch, not class.
Charisma, uniqueness, nerve, talent.
I have that. John has that. Do the other queens?

* are from Fredric Jameson’s “Postmodernism and Consumer Society” and Rupaul’s
Drag Race.
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Craig Cotter

Personal Poem
for Frank O’Hara

Plane money into Javier
again.
Street hooker.
Tells me what streets I can get other boys like him
nonterritorial contractor.
WITH A LITTLE LUCK
we voted McCartney senior song
give this fifty bucks to Michael
for telling the woman she’d die
stung by a scorpion on Sugar Beach.
Javier’s tiny uncut cock flopping soft as I fuck him.
John encouraged Frank to keep SECOND AVENUE going
Frank told John he’d keep SECOND AVENUE going.
This is 27TH AVENUE.
I’m building something that can’t be destroyed
Isabelle Barkell
showed me yellow violets
Michigan.
We no longer speak
Asking me to attend to wildflowers
was not to start a dialogue.
I pretend John Ashberry
wants me to keep it going.
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Kyle Booten

Ode on a Haircut
i.
the head
unweds
time’s slow
wreath
(a dead thing
from a dying
thing
fled.)

ii.
after healing
those fronds
Samson
killed the ceiling.
he saw the sun
& burned blond.

iii.
grand-theft
halo
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Robert McDonald

Army of Ex-Lovers (Chapter Seven)
“I have to tell you, you look just like Frank O’Hara, the poet,” I said to the man
at the bar, and this was momentous, because A: I never go up to people I want
to sleep with and talk to them, I just don’t initiate those kinds of conversations,
and B: telling someone that he resembles Frank O’Hara is, for me, very similar
to saying, “You look like my version of Jesus Christ, and I can’t wait to fuck you,”
since I hold Frank O’Hara, New York School poet, in such high esteem, and C:
I lived in Chicago, and Frank O’Hara was dead. I had seen this gent around for
years, and each time thought to myself, “Dear God, he looks almost exactly like
pictures I’ve seen of Frank O’Hara, I should go talk to him.” Now, with a midnight
shot in my belly, I swaggered over, and said the magic words, “You look just like
Frank O’Hara,” and of course the guy did not know Frank O’Hara from the Man in
the Moon, but even so he sensed at least part of what I meant and suggested that
we adjourn to my nearby studio apartment. Here’s what I’ve learned about Frank
O’Hara, New York School poet. He doesn’t read anything but TV Guide and the
occasional home design magazine. He kisses with the accuracy and the insistency
of a parakeet pecking at a cup of seed. He will want to try tying you up, and he’ll
do this in a half-assed fashion, using neckties from your closet, the entire effect
being more laughable than sexy. When you see him in the daylight, you’ll realize
Frank O’Hara is a lot older than you thought. In the daylight he will say, “I’d ask
you to call me, but I think we both know better than that, right?” He’ll leave, and
you will feel the way you have felt after each additional meaningless one night
stand, only worse, because this wasn’t how it was supposed to happen when you
finally got to go to bed with Frank O’Hara.
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D.A. Powell

Having a Rambutan with You
How implausible, this metropole,
its foreign-sounding streets,
the borrowed golden privet, feral parrot,
camellias broad and red, the blushing ass
of another naked runner flashing past.
And us, how we hang together,
leathery palms. Like a couple of fruit bats
wearied by all the domesticated pears,
the bland orchards straking the razed inland,
the hybrid gist upon the branches in the barrens.
Delicate-scented polis drew us, with its syrup,
with its heady buds and plump upthrusting fare.
Come, let’s hunt for night’s banana flower.
Such are the words you put in my mouth. Like sport
& darkling wood. Feels good to have them there.
In part, because you put them there. In part,
because we share a purblind foray in an urban patch.
City of such heretofore unknown delights,
we’d rather pull its little legs apart.
The furry pink button I wrestle you for
splits underneath like the backside of briefs.
The anus has started bleeding and will not stop.
That’s one of six symptoms to worry about.
Symptoms of love? Perhaps.
Sometimes I tug you, too, in my happy teeth.
Sometimes, I forget to spit out the seeds.
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Karl Tierney

I Am To Meet a Dane
I am to meet a Dane
a friend informs me.
I possess an introduction,
a phone number, a bag of grass.
I am to meet a Dane,
cute, blond, pliable.
Now when I look out my window
I wave to any blind passerby,
“I am to meet a Dane!”
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Arkansas Landscape: Wish You
Were Here
for Frank O’Hara

It’s windy outside,
and red-nosed boys from the hills
walk free from sin-sod shoes
through the collegetown mall.
Everywhere there’s hair blowing
(brown mostly)
and the bushes huddle together
animated in conversations about the sea,
what it might be.
They gather that it’s full of weeds
and smells.
Here and there those long skirts fly,
and the loud of car radios
presses through the blows.
It’s Wednesday outside,
which is, of course, wonderful
and the secrets of the world
are unraveling here.
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James Schuyler

To Frank O’Hara
for Don Allen

And now the splendor of your work is here
so complete, even
“a note on the type”
yes, total, even the colophon
and now people you never met will meet
and talk about your work.
So witty, so sad,
so you: even your lines have
a broken nose. And in the crash
of certain chewed-up words
I see you again dive
into breakers! How you scared
us, no, dazzled us swimming
in an electric storm
which is what you were
more lives than a cat
dancing, you had a feline
grace, poised on the balls
of your feet ready
to dive and
all of it, your poems,
compressed into twenty years.
How you charmed, fumed,
blew smoke from your nostrils
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like a race horse that
just won the race
steaming, eager to run
only you used words.
Stay up all night? Who wants to sleep?
It is not your voice I hear
it is your words I see
foam flecks and city girders
as once from a crosstown bus
I saw you waiting a cab in light rain
(drizzle) as once you
gave me a driving lesson and the radio
played The Merry Widow. It broke us up.
As once under the pie plate tree
(paulownia)
it broke you up to read Sophie Tucker
—with the Times in a hammock—
had a gold tea service. “It’s way out
on the nut,” she said, “for service,
but it was my dream.”
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Frank O’Hara

Poem
Lana Turner has collapsed!
I was trotting along and suddenly
it started raining and snowing
and you said it was hailing
but hailing hits you on the head
hard so it was really snowing and
raining and I was in such a hurry
to meet you but the traffic
was acting exactly like the sky
and suddenly I see a headline
LANA TURNER HAS COLLAPSED!
there is no snow in Hollywood
there is no rain in California
I have been to lots of parties
and acted perfectly disgraceful
but I never actually collapsed
oh Lana Turner we love you get up
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Bo McGuire

The Aeneid
I am into men
I am into men crossing oceans
I am into many men crossing vast amounts of ocean
I am into men by the ocean in lambskin
I am into men who make no bones about my name
I am into men who have more books
The more books the better—twelve being the minimum
I am into men who appear in didactic tentrameter
I am into men and the barley they haul
I am into men who twirl
I have been in men twirling around this very ship in these very sails
Did you say you like the design of these sails?
A man made these here sails. I am so into him
He is invested in the process of killing men
One day he will be very rich
I am into men with money, but I do miss the poor boys of the Illiad
I am into disconnected men
I am into pious young men
Really, I am into any young man
Though I am not into men poets, which I really mean I am very much into them
The same goes for the men both in and into fiction
Those men take a whole bough’s worth of time I don’t have
And the future men in Chevrolets. They are the most fun to get into
I am into men who live six feet under and wait to rise
If I make a man rise, I suddenly realize the god in me and give him a bucket of fuck
Or worse, I dedicate my shirt to him
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This is why I do not talk about the one man I love
He is a man’s man. A man about town
I am into Nature men
I am not into men with houses that change the seasons
I am into men who mirror the weather
I mean I am into men who are into violence and war craft
I am into being a craft of war
I am into foreign crafts and foreign men
I am into those men with wild animal hair
I am into men with things left to accomplish
I am for godly men
I am into the god in men
Meaning I am very much into myself
But I can also be into many hims at once
All men know men are not forever
I can only be into any him for a short while
Unless you are that one man
That one man with the initials: I can’t tell you
Now I’ve told you everything
Now I am roaming
I am a Roman man
If you are bored, come and get me—come and get me
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At Home With Joan Crawford
You must be bored, coming from away
I’m sure you have daggers. We do.
I’m more frightened of you than you if anything
It’s wonderful to be a perfectionist
Rehearse too much, you harass yourself
Here, let me hold your hand, let me be next to you while you discover rats
You know we have rats in the basement?
As a matter of fact, take this wheel-chair home with you
It is wonderful to be perfection
I have eyes. I have slapping hate. And I have you
Have you ever taught yourself how to harness intensity?
Are you growing indifferent? I have Pepsi Cola waiting
I have Bette Davis to wheelchair around
It’s wonderful to be a perfection
I mean I am the wheelchair, and I am wheeling around her—Bette
Oh, she would slap you for calling her that—Bette
I don’t have Secanols. Whose house are you in?
Judy Garland hasn’t come around in ages. That ages me
It’s wonderful to be a perfectionist, to be drunk
Almost certain you saw me on I Love Lucy?
I’m certain you’re wrong. Joan Crawford was never
Joan Crawford will never be comedy.
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But Lucy was I Love Lucy, pretty much always
It is wonderful to be called perfection
Don’t get me wrong, I am the most grateful monster in Hollywood
By monster, I mean human being. It has given me education, a budget, and power
to adopt five children. And staircase entrances—grand
I will never be ungrateful. I was taught
it is wonderful to be perfect
This is exactly the way we spend our holidays:
an imaginary sleigh. The furs, Darling, are anything but imaginary
The furs, Darling, are running away with you. Do they choke you?
Don’t quit, Darling. Not on Easter. You will miss how tastefully the house
is tasteful to perfection, standing alone, whispering good
night, Darling. Happy Dreams, sweet louse
This is our best time. I have all five babies. No one has stole one
This is the best time, cozy in bed, happy and healthy
But there are mothers. Mothers with child cancer
It is wonderful to be the perfect mother
Every hour, every possible happiness. You have made this possible
The people of New England. Oh, I know you all.
Oh, I know you’re probably sitting there saying, Well, isn’t that terrible?
What can I do about New England and its people?
You can speed the day. You can buy. You can see
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You can be confection
You can thank God tonight that child is not your own
Children get that barefoot feeling—that prime outside body
I need iron. I need blood to feed blood
that houses in me here with a brief reminder for you
women. We’re all aware of the Pap smear
We’re all aware of uterus
I must tell you about being a person:
To be regular is important to you, and the people that watch
What can we do about it?
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David Emanuel & Jennifer Karmin
from Frankly

Hot Dogs Have Legal Problems
We do this we do that
walk down to sixth
then turn left
It’s not an emergency
frankly it’s just steam
in the hot shower
No heart and soul
no chopsticks
no thank you
No we haven’t
mentioned
orange yet
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Number Nine
No America
this is who I built without the self
chrome wheels
Our personhood
and a loud tail pipe
we fucked America
it’s frankly
to make it disappear
better than nothing
The president is in town
		
I’m stuck in traffic
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Janet Passehl

September 13, 2008
Dear Kazuko,
the thing is to work with
gravity rather than defy
it. Grow the house
up plantlike from a center
stalk. The earth
is round and so
must the house
be, a helmet
for the psyche
of our daily lives. Although R.
Buckminster Fuller wasn’t
much interested in the
psyche, except
as it tricks us into
complacencies such as
insisting the sun
rises in the
morning though
we know it
doesn’t. I stopped
by your gallery on
Rivington Street today. The
door was locked but your
step-ladder was standing
there as if you’d just
descended, your
pit-bull puppy lying
behind the glass
door in a parallelogram of
sun-light, blond
and tender as a sleeping
baby. I hadn’t
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planned to be
on the Lower
East Side but
it was Chris’s
birthday and he
wanted to trade the
electric for an
acoustic at Rivington
Guitar.
The house
begins with a
bombing, a violent
hole in the ground in
which home is
planted like a
seed. The actual
structure is delivered
via rocket. The house
can withstand thousandmile-an-hour
winds because
it folds and
gives, instead of
resisting. Perhaps it
wasn’t meant to be
a helmet at all, but
a shower-cap or the
cranium of a newborn. I
knocked and knocked and
waited and walked up
and down the block smelling
sugar and salsa and raw
fish, looking
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for you but you weren’t
anywhere. So we went to
the Whitney to see the R.
Buckminster Fuller Show. Kazuko,
your buttery infant
dog Shintaro rolled onto
his back, presenting his pink
belly and tiny
penis to the old
immigrant women who
looked through the
glass and laughed.
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Becca Klaver

Dream Machine >> interstate
Penn Station—3:01 express to Trenton posts—Track 7—
we push on—give up private seat to find one by window—
seatmate loud on her phone—they call out THIS IS THE 3:07
LOCAL TO TRENTON, EXPRESS TRAIN ON TRACK 4—we
push off—up stairs a woman drops bags a regular stampede—
on next train conductor says THIS IS THE 3:07 LOCAL—
we know better than to call déjà vu—grunts and shouts of
NOOOOOO—she corrects herself—I have a private seat I just
barely edged out a guy
I tell my professor she forgot to post the materials—she’s
walking to her office I follow—a homey study windows
opening onto backyard—COME HERE, she says, LOOK—
points out the window—furry kindfaced critter pokes
around wooden fence—WHAT IS IT? I say ignorant of local
fauna—A GROUNDHOG! she announces impressed—it’s 75
degrees early April—DOES IT ALWAYS HANG OUT BACK
THERE?—YES BUT IT’S A LITTLE EARLY FOR IT TO BE
SO FAT
In a floraless Jersey beer garden with the boys—leaning on
post—under starless sky one I’d recognize anywhere—joy of
being anywhere young and drunk before first sip—o elixir
of record-hot day desert-cool night—I demand a cigarette
knowing no one will have one—no not totally sure about the
Belgian—he offers none—DON’T SAY ‘MANWHORE’ IT’S
SEXIST—so happy my Midwestern hard nasal a’s start to slip
out—I let them—
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Susan Firer

Further Notes for Fortune Cookies
after Frank O’Hara

You will be everyone’s former lover.
You will leave your best breasts in Prague.
You will initiate sinister acts in martini bars.
You will ask: “The Bridge of Whys?”
You will ask: “Under the Octopus Overpass?”
You will listen to your dead for awhile.
You will inherit a black doorbell with a white crescent moon on it.
Someone named The Snowcock will Russian you.
You will originate the Pear Noir.
You will walk through the shadow of words.
You will step in gutters of clouds.
You will abandon public hermitry.
Your good health habits will get in the way of your good life.
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Christopher Newgent

Why I Am Not a Painter
My hands are not fine
with a brush—
clumsy strokes and crooked lines.
Even to a pen,
I hardly trust my writing.
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Brent Armendinger & Benjamin Fife
from A la Recherche d’Rechercher

Six Collages
The following pieces were inspired by collaborations between Frank O’Hara and
Joe Brainard, Joseph Grigely’s Conversation Pieces, and Sol Lewitt’s weird tendency
to make arbitrary rules into art. They were composed over kitchen tables and on
the counters of various gay bars in San Francisco. Ben would start drawing, I would
start writing, and we would switch back and forth until one of us decided a piece was
finished. Even now writing this paragraph we interrupt each other. Brent doesn’t like
how I am with his computer and says things like “can I help you, it’s bothering me.”
He seems to have a lot of ideas. There is still debate about what our rules are exactly,
which makes sense in light of our trajectories which Brent thinks it is ok to say even
though neither of us really knows what I meant by it. Ben just wrote and then erased
“you love me,” which I actually like but am somewhat afraid the reader might take as a
command, which love is anything but. The thing is some people wear their neuroses
on their sleeves but our neuroses kind of are our sleeves though I don’t know what I
mean by that either.
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Jesse Nissim

I Want
1
I want to be at least as straight as all get out.
I want to be vulgar as the light.
I want to cross paradoxical alive.
I want admiration with lame screams.
I want one poet to scream himself into a hernia.
Crowded with windows, I, too,
want to cross panic fear and get out.
2
Lest panic was too crowded
or too alive, I’ve windows
for all of your fear.
All of you gone as the swans’
integuments. The one poet hernias
back from admiration, turning to face
you, the once-crowd. But you’ve gone
paradoxically, we lit one straight
for the vulgar.
3
Poet for the scream of hernias;
Poet for straight crowds or gone swans;
Poet for the light you cross, poet back to admiration;
Get out, all of you: I want to be
at least as alive as the poet;
I want one swan to scream himself into a hernia;
I want one crowd to admire me for my paradoxes;
I want my lame back
crowded and vulgar and alive.
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Sandra Simonds

Advice to My One Year Old
			 If it ends up that you are gay, please try to
				
be fabulous, okay?
(i.e., beauty, beauty, beauty)
Go to New York City often and find
		 gorgeous men who enjoy fucking,
			 drinking and Shubert. The three
				
go together very well.
			 I prefer that you
			 don’t end up living in Encino like
				
my friends John and Jeff
spending their only
		 day off discussing
				
what color they should paint their
master bedroom because if you
		 do then you might as well be
			 a straight woman living a gay man’s
				
existence which doesn’t
sound like a lot of fun.
		 Who would want to apron their life?
				
But, if that is what you choose, then
				
you’ll need to be a good chooser:
				
Find someone who
			 wants to cheat on you but doesn’t because
					
this will prove
that he has vitality but channels it.
			 Find someone who won’t leave
				
strings of used dental floss
			 in the bathtub (like your father.)
				
Find someone who will learn
					
to paint later in life
				
because he wants to see you
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in every way possible. Find someone
				 who likes to watch eucalyptus trees
		
sway Los Angeles through the week.
					
Use a condom, please.
				 Ah Little Ezekiel,
		 I wasn’t born a Jewish mother
				
for nothing.
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Voir
Je Voudrais Voir
two college girls in triangle bikini tops
			 and cut off jean shorts and flipflops,
in the middle of a lover’s quarrel, in August,
		 throwing their cell phones
at each other on Tennessee St. in front of
			 the capitol building where
				 you see people protesting
off-shore drilling, by holding signs up
that say “Save the Florida Manatee” etc.
					 Je voudrais voir
		 each one more indignant more
				 pissed off more furious
		 than the other until everyone on the street
		 looks at them, the lobbyists
					 with their fake tits hanging out of their
		 blouses, the politicians in their
				 Florida snapping turtle skin, and me.
		 Even the construction workers
in their hard hats stop their hammering
to listen to these two girls, no women,
and then suddenly I recognize one of them—oh no—
			 my yoga teacher, Donna,
		 oh how can this be?, she taught
			 me down dog and the tree
		 pose and smelled like Indian incense
			 mixed with a mint julep,
		 and her pubic hair was waxy and black
					 like a melted crayon, the other
					 girl screams that Donna betrayed her by
					 spending the night with that
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			 French girl, Sandra, oh no, oh no,
					 who also happens
				 to teach pole dancing
					
to Tallahassee housewives
					 at the Art of the Catwalk exercise studio
					 on the edge of town.
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The Body Brokers
		 Lana’s hands flipping like swans
in a Burbank studio and then
thousands of them, these swans,
projected onto the cornfields of Kansas—
their body parts— signals, horns,
hormones, swan saliva, feathers
		 scrambled and watched
			 and masturbated to and made love to.
That’s a woman’s beauty, Frank, to be cut up and watched.
				 But for me all that glam, at this point,
						 is a diaper of silver glitter; dog piss
							
on the furthest
white tile of the hallway entrance
to our Tallahassee duplex. No one locked
Ruby up last night! Unemployment
(i.e, I truly believe I am un-hire-able)
				 Natural disasters: Hey, there’s
				 hurricane Ozzie
					
folding the duplex up like
the origami swan I learned
				 to make as a little girl in school
		 the year Bobby lit my
Swiss Alps style auburn braid on
			 fire as a token of his affection.
The world here is not film.
			 Instead, it is computer paper
bought at Office Depot on
						 the way back from dropping
			 off the rent, buying baby
							
formula.
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						 Fortified feed. And yet, this too has
			 a hand in America, and it projects
							
on the movie screen
				 like signs from mother to son, swan to swan.
						 I reach for my son’s sippy cup—
							
the one with the cartoon toucan on it,
					
and as I place it to his lips I think
					
New tooth; new shoes.
								
Come on, hon, let’s
			 take a trip to New York City
		
and find an old theater where
we can watch The Return of the Living Dead.
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James Grinwis

Pouring a Dr. Pepper on
Your Head

partly because of the fluorescent orange tulips around the
birches—Frank O’Hara, “Having a Coke with You”

Sometimes it happens, you’ll just be sitting there, playing
playstation or working on something or other, maybe dipping a chip
into some dip, then wham, this person is suddenly there
who changes everything, and you would rather spend
the whole day walking with that person than doing anything
else in the world. There are words to describe it, like
“it was sparks” “fluorescent tulips” “someone with a box of frozen oranges
wiped out in an art museum” and maybe right in front
of a Turner or Brancusi, the one of the man
in a semblance of flight. But then maybe other things happen too
as when a whole platoon of baby sea turtles scrambles for the surf
and dodges every single beak, that by sticking their
spastic necks out like scrawny, defiant spikes
they make it all the way home, pushing their fragile plumpness into the sea
for all eternity to wish them well and hug them.
A chime gives an introspective look,
several nerves tingle, a whole lot of ornaments are lifted
while a streetlight shines and seems to hold
the breath of those assembled.
Much later, it happens that a carbonated beverage
seeps into your scalp, and if its okay or isn’t
will be the question on both of your minds,
not for me to decide, whether it makes a nesting place
for mean birds or a little house for sleeping gnomes,
because that is sometimes something
you want to have happen to your significant other
some years or months or days after your wed
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and that is alright, I suppose, or I don’t suppose,
like I know what I am talking about, can relate
this thing that happens, hoping that next time there will be
something other to pick up, and more thought taken
before it goes all awry, and no one laughs.
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David Groff

Last Call
Frank, you deafen the dishes,
you sinuous drunk.
We can’t hear ourselves plink.
You rout the garrulous host.
You outdrink us at this boite but
we slid in your scotch spit
on its picturesque steps.
Frankly you eat too much of our feta,
picking the best bits with pianist
nails you kiss with your pencily lips;
You smoke while you eat (ick),
your little penises of butts
an orgy of nerves these days
uncool as a dune buggy.
Time to go, great uncle, time
to throw down your liberty dimes
& sway back to your tenement
so we can clear the air,
& eat your share.
Oh Frank we love you get out.
Don’t fret we’ll call in the AM.
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Kimiko Hahn

After Frank’s Kind of a Day
Floating and baking in the inner tube
I hear you shout from behind the bushes to come over
And I pay no mind since three o’clock is cranky-time
But you persist, yelling I spot some
So I realize you’re referring to baby praying mantises—
Anticipated since last August when we saw several adults
Doing it doggy-style on a sedum plant
Then in September found in the bushes you’re calling from
A brown squishy-looking sac
That we protected with yellow police tape.
So I paddle rapidly toward the pool-steps
Even though you shout shit it’s gone
Because sure enough, over the next few hours
We find half a dozen the size of my thumbnail
That we photograph along side a pencil
And afterwards, since it’s still steamy, I return to my float
This time with Frank O’Hara’s suddenly-new Collected
On which a critic wrote
That his instincts may have been anti-Romantic
But walking around Manhattan wasn’t all that different
From wandering the Lake District which means I can still
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Amount to something while blissing-out in my inner-tube life.
As I tilted my head back toward the partly-cloudy sky
Little did I know that Sekou, radical griot, was passing away.
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RJ Gibson

Meditations on Mortality
These are the ways I wish not to die:
Cancer of the anything, heart attack, lightning strike, fire, drowning, asphyxiation,
shark or stingray. Collapsing building, plane crash, sniper, drive-by, mugging,
AIDS or any sort of flu. I don’t want to be smeared beneath the Rhino Propane
Refill truck as I’m crossing the Lowe’s parking lot, two cheap toilet seats beneath
each arm. Not on a sofa with the last four or five
people in the world who love me, gathered while I expire. Not in a hospital bed,
demented from drugs and fatty embolisms, begging for water and someone to keep
that man from the window. Not from the stings of an agitated hive of Africanized
bees, rattlesnake bite, any snake bite. Not from SARS or tissue necrosis. Not from
nicotine poisoning because I lost my head and frolicked, rolled in a field of high
tobacco Somewhere in the South. Not in the middle of fucking—normal
fucking or the sort of sexual misadventure that ends with some poor maid finding
a washed-up celebrity hanging in his hotel room, stiff as a board. Pit bull attack,
Mastiff attack, attack by any sort of dog that’s been the minion of Satan in any
drive-in movie. Not Elvis, Marilyn, Jayne, John, Jimi, or Mama Cass. Not Ronald
Reagan. I don’t want the luxury of forgetting even the smallest evils I have done.
Not alone, not crowded either.
When I die: give my books to a library;
Toss my underwear and socks in the garbage—
I don’t want someone else trying to fill what I’ve stretched out.
Give away my clothes and shoes,
Especially the Kenneth Coles and DKNY; drink my liquor.
Drag my mattress, my linens, my pillows to the field:
burn them in the middle of the night.
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Let that fire light, that heat rise,
let that smoke be a black spire:
a subtly different black, a Mars black,
lapping against the black night sky.
Let that blaze disturb someone elses’s night,
let the fear of spreading flames keep him from sleep,
keep me in his mind.
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Pat Nolan

Personal Poem
I wonder what Frank would say
it’s Friday the 13th (not really)
and I can’t believe how horny
I am
a little mental masturbation . . .
I wonder whatever became of . . .
well that was a good chance
not taken advantage of
I guess that’s what’s meant
by closing the barn door
after the milk’s been spilt
though I can’t exactly equate
milk and sex
well maybe
so here I am and what am I
going to do a little pot
and David Bowie on the hi-fi
(“His Master’s Voice”)
talk about atmosphere it just
reeks saying (subtly)
“Here I am, ladies, come and take me!”
I don’t collect phone numbers
anymore and all my old addresses
I’m sure are defunct so no use
having pangs of regret about it
(if that’s what they are)
I guess we were just ships
passing in the night though
that evokes a rather humorous
picture
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what I had in mind
was more like a collision at sea
flames igniting the night sky
sirens moaning explosions
and my promise not to tell
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Elaine Equi

Monologue: Frank O’Hara
Untie your muse
for an hour and stay with me.
I come in pieces
across a great test pattern
or maybe it’s what I used to call sky.
The music is certainly blue enough
but not without its own tenderness
like an arrow shot I know not where.
When will you see me as I am
as industrious with grief as you are
clever at hiding your tiredness.
In poems we shine,
and though we say them with conviction,
the words are never really ours for keeps.
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Bent Orbit
I wind my way across a black donut hole
and space that clunks.
Once I saw on a stage,
as if at the bottom of a mineshaft,
the precise footwork
of some mechanical ballet.
It was like looking into the brain
of a cuckoo clock and it carried
some part of me away forever.
No one knows when they first see a thing,
how long its after-image will last.
Proust could stare at the symptom of a face
for years, while Frank O’Hara, like anyone with a job,
was always looking at his watch.
My favorite way of remembering is to forget.
Please start the record of the sea over again.
Call up a shadow below the pendulum of a gull’s wing.
In a city of eight million sundials, nobody has any idea
how long a minute really is.
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Rob Schlegel

from Bloom
I was anxious for days after arriving to this city
So when it rang, the phone was a violence
But my mother’s voice was a dozen birds
Through the receiver I could hear the president talking
Until his words were drowned out by the dog
Barking down the street which suddenly seemed
Just like the streets in that previous city
Where all of this started on the back of a hotel receipt
Totaling forty-eight dollars and fifty-two cents
For a view of The Outback and three men pissing
From a fire escape after ringing in the new year
By beating a gay couple with pieces of two-by-four
Leftover from a jobsite in Nashville, Tennessee
Where families under pressure were listening to music
Celebrating the genders and I was somewhere
In the middle pretending to be in touch with the state
Of the union and relying on cops and pedestrians
High on Monster I helped a man tie a mattress
To the roof of his van as he prepared for a month
At the rehab center whose residents protected
Themselves with ammo against promoters of fear
Wearing business-suit camo. So here I am,
My first night alone in this city sipping 36 ounces
Of Coke from a tiny plastic straw and I wonder
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What the Japanese are calling the ocean these days
As I give my order to the server who tells me her face
Was lifted by a surgeon admired for his spontaneity
And the man at the table next to me can’t hear
His hearing-aid battery beeping and tonight
There is a little uncertainty in everyone—
The party of two sits at a table for a party of four
And the party of six is tipping. From the television,
News comes and goes in grips of laughter, then tears.
In response to what officials are calling a virus
I wonder what the poets of Yemen are saying.
Meanwhile the state of Tennessee is bracing
For a freeze and I am coming to terms with the fact
That some of this was written out of need but the rest
Was written out of fear. And forgiveness. I almost forgot
About forgiveness which I sometimes hear in the streets
As I walk at night listening to families recalibrate
Their moods to the various tones of human speech.
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They Achieved a Likeness
Walking down the street in a winter coat
I am thinking of Colby’s neck in the 1950’s
Leaves I pick off the sidewalk and I begin
To weep and wonder if it is time to stop
And sit in the sad chair and become
The figure watching the neo-formalists
Agree with language kids who listen
To symphonies and eat yogurt outside
O’Brien’s apartment in winter when songs
In my head allow me to inhabit another
Gender. I don’t want to become so confused
I cannot play the piano waiting at the end
Of this poem for my soft touch which
Is male to females and female to males.
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Anne Waldman

A Phonecall from Frank
O’Hara
“That all these dyings may be life in death”

I was living in San Francisco
My heart was in Manhattan
It made no sense, no reference point
Hearing the sad horns at night,
fragile evocations of female stuff
The 3 tones (the last most resonant)
were like warnings, haiku-muezzins at dawn
The call came in the afternoon
“Frank, is that really you?”
I’d awake chilled at dawn
in the wooden house like an old ship
Stay bundled through the day
sitting on the stoop to catch the sun
I lived near the park whose deep green
over my shoulder made life cooler
Was my spirit faltering, grown duller?
I want to be free of poetry’s ornaments,
it’s duty, free of constant irritation,
me in it, what was grander reason
for being? Do it, why? (Why, Frank?)
To make the energies dance etc.
My coat a cape of horrors
I’d walk through town or
impending earthquake. Was that it?
Ominous days. Street shiny with
hallucinatory light on sad dogs,
too many religious people, or a woman
startled me by her look of indecision
near the empty stadium
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I walked back spooked by
my own darkness
Then Frank called to say
“What? Not done complaining yet?
Can’t you smell the eucalyptus,
have you never neared the Pacific?
‘While frank and free /call for
musick while your veins swell’ ”
he sang, quoting a metaphysician
“Don’t you know the secret, how to
wake up and see you don’t exist, but
that does, don’t you see phenomena
is so much more important than this?
I always love that.”
“Always?” I cried, wanting to believe him
“Yes.” “But say more! How can you if
it’s sad & dead?” “But that’s just it!
If! It isn’t. It doesn’t want to be
Do you want to be?” He was warming to his song
“Of course I don’t have to put up with as
much as you do these days. These years.
But I do miss the color, the architecture,
the talk. You know, it was the life!
And dying is such an insult. After all
I was in love with breath and I loved
embracing those others, the lovers,
with my body.” He sighed & laughed
He wasn’t quite as I’d remembered him
Not less generous, but more abstract
Did he even have a voice now, I wondered
or did I think it up in the middle
of this long day, phone in hand now
dialing Manhattan
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Aaron Smith

West Side Highway (Meditation)
This evening New York looks
how it always looks in photos
except more flawed, like someone picked it up
and didn’t put it back the way they found it.
This far west the buildings could slip
into the Hudson, and who would miss them,
miss me? This far west it’s all construction,
someone’s good idea, each high rise
becomes another high rise stacked
against the soon-to-be-black sky.
Twilight’s only bearable in the city,
lights making something different
than daylight, little lies saying,
you’re not really alone.
This is the life we asked for,
and it’s everything we expected.
There’s nowhere else so light
and dark at the same time.
Because there’s nowhere to go
when we die, maybe our lives really can
be summed up by so many buildings
between two rivers, and because they’re
unfinished the sky behind glows
pink and grey inside them.
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I Love the Part
I love the part in Casino Royale where Daniel Craig is tied naked to a chair, and the
guy who is about to torture him says, “Wow, you’ve taken good care of your body.”
It’s almost as gay as the part where he emerges from the water in the blue Speedo.
I love the part in Dead Man Walking where Susan Sarandon is crying through the
bars of Sean Penn’s jail cell, but she’s also kind of making an orgasm face.
I love the part in American Beauty where Chris Cooper is wet and kisses Kevin
Spacey in the garage. It’s cliché for the military guy to be closeted, but it’s still
really hot.
I love the part in Magnolia where Julianne Moore is crying in the lawyer’s office,
“I’ve sucked other men’s cocks.” I love that when she says the word “cocks” she
sounds like she could be retarded. I feel bad for thinking that, but it’s true.
I love the part in Magnolia where Tom Cruise has his pants at his ankles, and his
penis flops to the left in his white briefs. It looks so big I can’t stop staring at it. I
wonder if it’s fake.
I love the part in My Own Private Idaho where River Phoenix gets blown by the
lumpy man, and the barn falls and shatters in the road. It’s hard to enjoy it,
though, because I can’t stop thinking: he’s dead.
I love the part in Moonstruck where Cher is kicking the can, but the red sports car
parked on the street is distracting.
I love the part in The History Boys where Dominic Cooper hits on his teacher. Joel
said he jerked off to it twice. (My friend Matt admitted he jerked off to the rape
scene in The Accused: “I knew she wasn’t really being raped, and that one guy had
a nice ass.”)
I love the part in Good Will Hunting where Robin Williams makes Matt Damon cry
by repeating “It’s not your fault.” Sometimes I say that to my friends, but I don’t
think they get the joke.
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I love the part in Titanic where Kate Winslet slogs through water to rescue
Leonardo DiCaprio. She jumps off the boat, back on the boat. She turns around,
and her makeup is perfect.
I love the part in Titanic where Gloria Stuart throws the necklace into the ocean,
and her toenails are painted bright red!
I love the part in As Good As It Gets where Greg Kinnear says his father told him
not to come home again because he was gay. I don’t know if it’s a good scene, or if
I just like it because I’m gay.
I love the part in The Transporter where Jason Statham just has to take his shirt off
to fight.
I love the part in Transporter 3 where Jason Statham just has to take his shirt off to
fight.
I love the part in Transporter 3 where the woman makes Jason Statham do a
striptease. It’s sexy because he’s angry and doesn’t want to do it.
I love the part in Crank where Jason Statham is wearing a hospital gown and
stands up with a hard-on on a stolen motorcycle. (I love that they play the
Midnight Cowboy song.)
I love the part in Unfaithful where Diane Lane is giddy on the train after having sex
with Olivier Martinez. I used to feel like that after seeing my chiropractor. I was
totally in love with him, but he married someone else.
I love the part in The Wizard of Oz where they all get makeovers.
I love the part in Little Children where Kate Winslet and Patrick Wilson fuck in the
basement, and while they’re fucking, she slaps his ass. (I love that Patrick Wilson
is naked!)
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I love the part in Watchmen where Patrick Wilson is naked.
I love the part in Hard Candy where Patrick Wilson is naked.
I love the part in Angels in America where Patrick Wilson is naked.
I love the part in Passengers where Patrick Wilson is naked.
I love the part in Beaches where Bette Midler has to leave rehearsal because
Barbara Hershey is dying. I love when she yells, “Diana! Diana, get my bag!” It
sounds so glamorous.
I love the part in The Prince of Tides where Nick Nolte admits he was abused and
cries into Barbra Streisand’s beige shoulder pad. I love that she cries one tear and
her fingernails have French tips.
I love the part in The Color Purple where Whoopi Goldberg reunites with her sister
and children. It’s so emotional, but when her children speak you don’t know what
they’re saying because they can’t speak English. So you’re crying, but you’re also
like, huh?
I love the part in Showgirls where Elizabeth Berkley runs out of the room.
I love the part in Showgirls where Elizabeth Berkley runs out of the room. (There
are a lot of those parts.)
I love the part in The Silence of the Lambs where Jodie Foster examines the
body, and the murder victim’s name is Frederica Bimmell. It’s sad that she was
murdered and sad that she was named that.
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I love the part in The Silence of the Lambs where Jodie Foster finds the woman in
the pit, and the woman screams: “Don’t you leave me here you fucking bitch.” I
understand she’s scared, but I don’t think it’s very smart to call the person who’s
trying to save you a fucking bitch.
I love the part in Seven where Gwyneth Paltrow’s head is in a box. I wish she
would be murdered in every movie. I have to admit I liked her in Iron Man, but
mostly when she ran in her strappy, high-heeled shoes.
I love the part in Far From Heaven where Dennis Quaid kisses the man. A woman
I worked with said the guy he kissed was her cousin, but I think she was lying.
I love the part in Steel Magnolias where Sally Field says, “Oh, God, I wanna know
why? WHHHYYYYY?” The first time I saw that movie there was a fly on the
screen on her boob.
I love the part in Raging Bull when Cathy Moriarty walks out of the bathroom, and
you can see her gigantic panties under her nightgown. When Robert De Niro tells
her to take them off, it takes her a long time to step out of them.
I love the part in Infamous where Daniel Craig and the other criminal shoot the
family. It’s hard to watch, but the guy who plays the son looks good shirtless and
tied up.
I love the part in Alice Doesn’t Live Here Anymore where Jodie Foster, as a little kid,
is more butch than Harvey Keitel who’s hunky and breaking windows.
I love the part in Deliverance where Jon Voight breaks down crying at the table and
the old woman keeps talking about her 12 ½ inch cucumber. (I also love that Burt
Reynolds wears a sleeveless, zip-up, black rubber vest and says deep things while
holding a bow and arrows.)
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I love the part in Making Love where Michael Ontkean leaves Kate Jackson and
lives with his boyfriend in an apartment in New York City. They wear soft colors,
have Ken-doll hair, and say words like “kiddo.”
I love the part in Working Girl where Melanie Griffith catches Alec Baldwin in bed
with the character named Doreen. I just saw the movie again on Showtime and
wanted Melanie Griffith to call her “Whoreen.”
I love the part in Working Girl where Melanie Griffith is trying to talk numbers
with Harrison Ford, but she can’t concentrate because really she just wants him
inside her.
I love the part in Brokeback Mountain where Jake Gyllenhaal is trying to talk sheep
with Heath Ledger, but he can’t concentrate because really he just wants him
inside him. I don’t actually remember a part like that, but I do love the part where
Heath Ledger spits on his hand.
I love the part in Chinatown where Jack Nicholson and Faye Dunaway are in bed
and her face is near his gorilla armpit. I love that when she sits beside him we can
see her nipples. I felt like I shouldn’t be seeing Faye Dunaway’s nipples.
I love the part in Ordinary People where we see the choir singing. It reminds me
how singing in choir made me feel like a total fag. Not in the gay-fag way, but in
the fag-fag way.
I love the part in Waiting to Exhale where Angela Bassett tells her husband that she
can’t believe he’s leaving her for a white woman. He says, “Would it help if she
was black?” She says, “No. It would help if you were black.”
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I love the part in Pee-wee’s Big Adventure where Paul Reubens says, “There’s a lotta
things about me you don’t know anything about, Dottie. Things you wouldn’t
understand. Things you couldn’t understand.”
I love the part in Thelma and Louise where Geena Davis pulls her suitcase to the
pool. I never understood why she took her suitcase to the pool.
I love the part in Boys Don’t Cry where Chloë Sevigny brushes her hair, but it
doesn’t matter because it’s really bad hair.
I love the part in The Exorcist: “Keep away. The sow is mine.”
I love the part in Death Becomes Her: “My ass! I can see my ass!”
I love the part in Pulp Fiction: “Bring out the gimp.”
I love the part in Erin Brockovich: “Bite my ass, Kripsy Kreme.”
I love the part in Waiting for Guffman: “I just hate you and I hate your assface.”
I love the part in Sixteen Candles: “I can’t believe I gave my panties to a geek.”
I love the part in An Education where Carey Mulligan goes back to her parents’
house (after living the glamorous life with Peter Sarsgaard) and it seems so plain.
I love the part in A Single Man where Colin Firth tries to figure out the best way
to shoot himself in the head. It made me think of my father’s father who killed
himself and how the police said he shot himself twice because the first time didn’t
do it.
I love the part in Coming Home where Jane Fonda starts wearing her hair curly.
Manuel loves the part where Jon Voight goes to her house for dinner and she has
margaritas in the refrigerator ready to go. He thinks it’s important to be a good
hostess.
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I love the part where Matthew McConaughey is shirtless in Boys on the Side. I
remember him bouncing around in bed with Drew Barrymore and being envious
that nothing on his body jiggled.
I love the part where Taye Diggs is shirtless in How Stella Got Her Groove Back.
I love the part where Colin Farrell is shirtless in Tigerland.
I love the part where Daniel Craig is shirtless in Quantum of Solace.
I love the part where Chris Evans is shirtless in Fantastic Four.
I love the part where Toby Maguire is shirtless in Spider-Man (after the spider
bite).
I love the part where Kevin Spacey is shirtless in American Beauty, and it looks like
Wes Bentley is giving him head. (Really he’s just leaning over to roll a joint.)
I love the part where Hugh Jackman is shirtless and pouring water on himself in
Australia. Hugh Jackman crawled over me once in a movie theater on Houston
Street. He sat two over from me, and I tried to act like it wasn’t a big deal, but I
was totally dying.
I love the part where we see Brad Pitt’s butt in Fight Club.
I love the part where we see Ryan Phillippe’s butt when he gets out of the pool in
Cruel Intentions.
I love the part where we see William Baldwin’s butt going up and down on Sharon
Stone in Sliver.
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I love the part where we see a hint of Gerard Butler’s butt in Law Abiding Citizen.
I love the part where Colin Farrell weeps in In Bruges. I haven’t seen the whole
movie, but I keep coming across that scene on cable. He says something about
shooting a little boy.
I love the part in A Home at the End of the World where Colin Farrell weeps while
having sex with Robin Wright Penn.
I love the part where Cher and Winona Ryder cry in Mermaids.
I love the part in Courage Under Fire where Denzel Washington cries a single tear.
I love the part in Glory where Denzel Washington cries a single tear.
I love the part in Top Gun where Tom Cruise and Kelly McGillis have shadowy
sex in front of white curtains. I also love when they sloppy kiss on the back of his
motorcycle.
I love the part in The Wrestler where Mickey Rourke sad-fucks the woman in the
bathroom. I love the next morning that she has pictures of firemen plastered on
her walls.
I love the part in Margot at the Wedding where the son tells Nicole Kidman he
masturbated last night. It’s as awkward as the time a poet rambled on about his
unfaithful boyfriend at a publishing party. He was drunk and everyone quietly
stood there eating cheese.
I love the part in Easy Rider when Dennis Hopper sits on the bed with the
prostitute. When she crosses her leg, you can see the top of her fishnets and the
bottom of her ass is cottage cheesy.
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I love the part in The Piano where Sam Neill cuts off Holly Hunter’s finger.
I love the part in Boogie Nights when Heather Graham smashes her roller skates
into that guy’s head.
I love the part in Monster where Charlize Theron shoots the nice guy (because it’s
so awful it’s good).
I love the part in Kill Bill: Vol. 2 where Uma Thurman kills David Carradine with
her hand.
I love the part in The Sixth Sense where we find out Toni Collette’s dead mom is
proud of her.
I love the part in Love! Valour! Compassion! where we find out how they each will
die.
I love the part in Edward Scissorhands: “If he weren’t up there now, I don’t think it
would be snowing.”
I love the part in Rebel Without a Cause: “He was always cold.”
I love the part in Milk: “I just want you to know, Harvey, I’m really proud of you.”
I love the part in Stand By Me: “I just wish that I could go some place where
nobody knows me. I guess I’m just a pussy, huh?”
I love the part in The Object of My Affection where the guy with bushy eyebrows
says to Paul Rudd: “I’ll talk to you about poetry.” It was the nineties, and I thought
I could find that guy if I made a list of qualities I wanted in a man and thought
positive thoughts. It wasn’t true.
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I love the part at the end of The Graduate where Dustin Hoffman and Katharine
Ross are on the bus together. It’s a good ending, but I do think it’s weird that
Katharine Ross wanted to be with someone who slept with her mother.
I love the part at the end of Long Time Companion where they reunite with their
dead friends on the beach. I tried to find a T-shirt on-line like Stephen Caffrey was
wearing, but I couldn’t. Every time I go to Fire Island I think of that movie. (I also
think of Frank O’Hara dying.)
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Larry Sawyer

Flowers, For Frank
When a friend died
From an overdose and
Strewn about, all those
Flowers. I’d never noticed
Flowers until that day
I thought in hindsight:
Alstroemeria in small
Explosions all agog
With color and swept
As the sky was with
Thick blue paste, some
Aureate calm like
A dull summer mist.
Well, the photograph of
Frank O’Hara, hand
Beneath chin like
The conqueror of my personal
Life, because before,
Pre-Frank, I hadn’t noticed
Chasm between casual
And causal, though, slight
Lent me first sight, as
If seeing, parting the
Lush green leaves for
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The first time, to
Really get at the day’s
Meaning. Well, between
The passion I now have
For clouds and my,
That first flush of,
What nervy balm to
Carry me through that
Room, that I carried you
In my pocket, Frank
And for the first time
Really saw.
Each specific
Stitch from where it yawned
There, as I then, floating
Found new eyes.
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Dan Chelotti

A Piece of Music that Sounds Like
Sorrow Is Not Real Sorrow
I want to do nothing but imitate
The voices of others sometimes
I want to do nothing but imitate
The last thing I’ve read or the song
I’ve just heard so much so I wonder
If I am anything at all
Like Piotr Sommer or Lisa Jarnot
Whose books are the first books I saw
Just now on the shelf next to my desk
That belonged to my greatGrandmother, who complained
Before she died about all the fucking
In the romance novels my mother
Would bring her, about how she used
To put candles on the Christmas
Trees to risk beauty—that someone should
Bring beauty back to the world
Or the world might give up.
		
But she didn’t really say any
Of this
Except for the thing
About the fucking—
The rest I’m saying to sound like someone
Else and live (god dammit)
As variously as possible
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Contributors
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Because of our dossier, we asked our contributors to answer the following:
which Frank O’Hara line(s) have proven most indelible for you—lines that
have woken you up in the dead of night, that you find yourself mumbling in
a crowded elevator, or that are worthy of using at the bottom of your email
signature?

Brent Armendinger is the author of two chapbooks, Archipelago (Noemi Press)
and Undetectable (Diagram/New Michigan Press). He teaches at Pitzer College,
and lives in Southern California and San Francisco. Even before he knew there
was a Frank O’Hara dossier, his email signature was: “Pain produces logic, which
is very bad for you.”
Hadara Bar-Nadav’s book of poetry A Glass of Milk to Kiss Goodnight (Margie/
Intuit House, 2007) won the Margie Book Prize. Her chapbook Show Me Yours
(Laurel Review/Green Tower Press, 2010) won the Midwest Poets Series Award.
Recent publications include The American Poetry Review, The Iowa Review, The
Kenyon Review, Ploughshares, and Prairie Schooner. She is an Assistant Professor of
English at the University of Missouri-Kansas City. From “Radio”: “Well, I have my
beautiful de Kooning / to aspire to. I think it has an orange / bed in it, more than
the ear can hold.”
Jan Beatty’s books include Red Sugar, Boneshaker, and Mad River, published by
the University of Pittsburgh Press. She is host and producer of Prosody, a public
radio show featuring the work of national writers. She directs the Creative
Writing Program at Carlow University, where she teaches in the MFA program.
Frank O’Hara line, from “F. (Missive & Walk) I. #53”: “I’m getting tired of not
wearing underwear / and then again I like it”.
Jeanne Marie Beaumont’s newest book is Burning of the Three Fires (BOA
Editions, 2010). She teaches in the Stonecoast MFA Program and at the 92nd
Street Y in New York, where she lives. “While not flashy, O’Hara’s tender opening
to ‘Interior (with Jane)’ resonates for me: ‘The eagerness of objects to / be what
we are afraid to do // cannot help but move us’.”
Aaron Belz is the author of, most recently, Lovely, Raspberry (Persea Books, 2010).
There’s more information about him at http://belz.net. “My favorite line is ‘You
may be a hit uptown, but downtown you’re legendary!’ from ‘Lines for the Fortune
Cookies.’ It’s such a funny lie, and in a certain sense, so true.”
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Mark Bibbins has made two books of poems: The Dance of No Hard Feelings
(Copper Canyon, 2009) and the Lambda Award-winning Sky Lounge. He teaches
in the graduate writing programs of The New School, where he co-founded LIT
magazine, and Columbia University. His work has appeared in The Paris Review,
Boston Review, Tin House, and three volumes of The Best American Poetry. “O’Hara
gives so much, it’s hard to choose, but ‘if / I ever get to be a construction worker /
I’d like to have a silver hat please’ is sheer joy.”
David Blasco resides in New York City, and is a graduate of The New School’s
MFA Program for Creative Writing. “Perhaps it’s an ’obvious’ choice, but I’ve
always loved ‘Why I Am Not A Painter,’ which is, I think, one of the greatest ars
poeticas ever written. ‘There should be / so much more, not of orange, of / words,
of how terrible orange is / and life. Days go by. It is even in / prose, I am a real
poet.’”
Kyle Booten is co-editor of Just: Literature Under Severe Constraint (www.justzine.
com) and a Helen Zell Fellow at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. His
poems, poem-plays, and sound-poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Tin
House, Hotel Amerika, Guernica, storySouth, textsound, and Dzanc’s Best of the
Web 2010. From “Ode to Willem De Kooning”: “for democracy is joined / with
stunning collapsible savages”.
Susan Cataldo was born in the Bronx, New York City, on September 15, 1952 and
died there on April 25, 2001 of cancer, having spent most of her intervening adult
years living in Manhattan’s East Village. In the late seventies she began her close
involvement with the Poetry Project at St. Mark’s Church-in-the-Bowery, where
she first participated in workshops and later taught. Besides three books of poems
published by Telephone Books (Brooklyn-Queens Day, The Mother Journal, and
drenched), her poems have appeared in numerous poetry publications, including
the anthology Out of This World.
Brittany Cavallaro’s poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Washington
Square Review, Bat City Review, Redivider, and Cream City Review. She is currently
an MFA candidate at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. “As I write this,
it’s summer, and so the Frank O’Hara line that stays with me is from his poem
‘Animals’: ‘the day came fat with an apple in its mouth’. Like the best June
mornings.”
Dan Chelotti’s recent writing has appeared, or is forthcoming in, Gulf Coast,
Past Simple, Hotel Amerika, Free Verse, Bateau, Poets for Living Waters, and in the
anthology State of the Union (Wave Books). A chapbook, The Eights, was published
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by the Poetry Society of America. He teaches writing at Elms College. “No more
dying”.
Nolan Chessman’s poems have appeared in DIAGRAM, Black Clock, Thermos,
Sycamore Review, and others. He lives in Brooklyn, and his favorite Frank O’Hara
lines are those that make him feel “really dark, richly dark, like / being drunk,
that’s the best that’s / open as a field. Not the best, // but the best except for the
impossible / pure light, to be as if above a vast / prairie, rushing and pausing over /
the tiny golden heads in deep grass” (“Anxiety”).
AE Clark received her MFA in Creative Writing from the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas. Previous publications include New American Writing and Colorado
Review. She currently lives in Las Vegas, where she works as an antiquarian
bookseller. “In terms of your O’Hara question, the two poems that I return
to most often are ‘To the Harbormaster’ and ‘For Grace, After a Party’—most
especially these lines: ‘I wanted to be sure to reach you’. Because isn’t this almost
always the case? This, and (often enough) the near certainty of shipwreck. ‘[A]
nd and the warm weather / is holding.’ Because it’s a moment of complete happiness,
which is almost always a little bittersweet, a little painful. To (really) feel a
moment like that, you have to lay down and/or let go of so much. (Or else, you get
to lay down and/or let go of so much.) ‘The warm weather is holding’—I mean,
how excellent is that? The moment passes of course; you pick everything back
up. Except the moment has changed you—just a little, just enough—and picking
everything back up is just a little more bearable.”
Jeffery Conway is the author of The Album That Changed My Life, and two
collaborations with David Trinidad and Lynn Crosbie: Phoebe 2002: An Essay in
Verse, and Chain Chain Chain. He currently lives in Philadelphia. “My O’Hara
lines would have to be: ‘Light clarity avocado salad in the morning / after all the
terrible things I do how amazing it is / to find forgiveness and love’.
Jim Cory has been at various times a poetry editor and publisher, book reviewer,
writer of essays and short stories, and hiker into off-the-trail places. Poetry
remains an avid interest, along with cats wild and otherwise, woodpeckers,
Russian history, classical and jazz music, and progressive politics. His poems have
appeared in all types of venues over the course of the last 37 years. “What is more
beautiful than night / and someone in your arms / that’s what we love about art / it
seems to prefer us and stays”.
Craig Cotter was born in 1960 in New York and has lived in California since
1986. His third collection of poetry, Chopstix Numbers, is available from Boise
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State University’s Ahsahta Press. “Frank O’Hara’s poem ‘At Joan’s’ seems simple on
the surface. But the poem explores the relationship between artists who are able
to knock out work easily, and those who must sweat. The actual narrative motion
of the poem is highly minimal—a seated poet sifts through his poems, drinking
cognac, looking at ‘two little paintings’ (in this case, two little ones by Jean-Paul
Riopelle). He is despondent with his work—he ‘can’t find a real poem’. He is
33 when he writes this poem, just 7 years from his death. Although at this stage
he has written many of the 74 poems I consider works of genius, he feels he has
created no art. His brilliant and ambiguous ending replays for me frequently: ‘if
it won’t happen to me / what shall I do’. No matter how we may con ourselves—
what if, after years of trying, we are never able to create art? On which side of the
dualism does the poet stand? Art quick as a flash, or art highly polished, edited,
sweat over? If what won’t happen? Art? Fame? The final 2 lines above do not
include a question mark, nor does the poem contain a single period.”
Lynn Crosbie is a Ph.D. (American Confessional poetry) who teaches at OCAD
University in Toronto. She is a journalist and poet: her last book, about her last
relationship, is called Liar. She is most intrigued by the “carton of Picayunes”
in O’Hara’s “The Day Lady Died,” cigarettes the speaker buys seconds before
seeing Holiday’s face on the newspaper. Eight years later, when confronted by a
devastating letter, Holly Golightly lights a Picayune before reading it—the word
means “petty,” or “trivial.” “Mean.” The word is mostly everyone but the great
O’Hara (and Capote and Holiday), those who make one “stop breathing.”
Jim Daniels’s new and forthcoming collections include Having a Little Talk with
Capital P Poetry (Carnegie Mellon University Press), From Milltown to Malltown, a
collaborative book with photographer Charlee Brodsky and writer Jane McCafferty
(Marick Press), and All of the Above (Adastra Press). Most indelible Frank O’Hara
line: “oh Lana Turner we love you get up”.
Peter Davis’s books of poetry are Hitler’s Mustache and Poetry! Poetry! Poetry! He
lives in Muncie, Indiana, and teaches at Ball State University. “oh Lana Turner we
love you get up”
Andrew Demcak writes that he “is an award-winning author whose work has
been widely published, anthologized, and taught.” Although O’Hara has not
woken him up in the dead of night, Demcak says he sometimes channel’s O’Hara’s
energy while bowling.
Denise Duhamel is the author, most recently, of Ka-Ching! (University of
Pittsburgh Press, 2009), Two and Two (Pittsburgh, 2005), Mille et un Sentiments
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(Firewheel, 2005), and Queen for a Day: Selected and New Poems (Pittsburgh,
2001). A recipient of a National Endowment for the Arts fellowship, she is a
professor at Florida International University in Miami. Her favorite O’Hara line is
“It is easy to be beautiful; it is difficult to appear so.”
David Emanuel currently creates text and text-based pieces in Providence,
Rhode Island. He has collaborated with writers/artists to make performance
installations, zines, and occasional artifacts. From time to time, he can be found
making letterpress prints, publishing critical writing in places like How2, and
drinking coffee. “And here I am, the / center of all beauty! / writing these poems!
/ Imagine!”
Elaine Equi’s most recent book is Ripple Effect: New & Selected Poems from Coffee
House Press. A new collection, Click and Clone, is forthcoming in spring 2011.
She teaches in the MFA programs at The New School and City College of New
York. “I love the opening line of ‘In Memory of My Feelings’—’My quietness has
a man in it, he is transparent / and he carries me quietly, like a gondola, through
the streets.’ In fact, I liked it so much, I couldn’t resist ‘stealing’ the gondola for
my ‘Autobiographical Poem.’ In it I say: ‘There is a character who always builds /
in the story of my bones / and a woman who refuses to leave / her gondola in the
story of my blood.’ For this and countless other inspired rides—thanks Frank!!”
Carrie Etter edited the anthology Infinite Difference: Other Poetries by UK Women
Poets (Shearsman, 2010) and her second collection, Divining for Starters, will
be published in February 2011 (also with Shearsman). An American expat, she
lives in Bradford on Avon and is Senior Lecturer in Creative Writing at Bath Spa
University in England. “Regarding O’Hara, it’s more a phrase than a line that
resounds, ‘the darker joys’ from ‘Ave Maria.’”
Benjamin Fife lives in San Francisco, and values the time he spends with his
friends. He bathes more days than not, regularly finds lost things in the last place
he looks, and could be said by some standards to be easily distracted. His favorite
line of a Frank O’Hara poem is “run your finger along your no-moss mind/that’s
not a thought that’s soot.”
Susan Firer’s most recent book is Milwaukee Does Strange Things to People: New
& Selected Poems 1997-2007. She has poems forthcoming in Visiting Dr. Williams:
Poems Inspired by the Life and Work of William Carlos Williams (University of Iowa
Press) and The Cento: A Collection of Collage Poems (Red Hen Press). “There are
many O’Hara lines I think of often, but the one I think of daily is: ‘. . . something
to cling to, happiness/the least and best of human attainments’.”
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Aaron Patrick Flanagan was born and raised in Southern West Virginia. He
teaches at Columbia College Chicago, and his poems and essays have appeared or
are forthcoming in Arsenic Lobster, Off Channel, Rougarou, Tammy, Columbia Poetry
Review, and The Globe (Dark Lark Press, 2010), a book-length photo essay about
a Chicago soccer pub. He is the 2010 winner of the Mississippi Valley Poetry
Contest. “Let’s cry a little while / as if we’re at a movie / and not think of all life’s /
fun for a little while / and how it is to be alive.”
Michael Flory Ogletree’s poems have appeared recently in DIAGRAM,
H_ngm_n, New CollAge, and Pebble Lake Review. He lives in Oregon and
misses the South. Dossier answer: “Along with Mr. T., Frank O’Hara is my
lifecoach. My most commonly used mantra gifted to me by Frank is not from a
poem, but from his essay ‘Personism: A Manifesto’: ‘If someone’s chasing you
down the street with a knife you just run, you don’t turn around and shout, “Give
it up! I was a track star for Mineola Prep.”’”
Karen Garthe’s poetry currently appears in The Best of Fence, Barrow Street, Lana
Turner, and Aufgabe. She is author of Frayed Escort, which won the 2005 Colorado
Prize, and the forthcoming The Banjo Clock (University of California Press, 2012).
“‘. . . and the Mexican egg and the clock that will not make me know / how to
leave you’ is the line from Frank O’Hara’s ’Les Luths’ that keeps roiling.”
RJ Gibson is a student in the Warren-Wilson College MFA Program for Writers.
His poems have appeared in various journals. His chapbook, Scavenge, was a cowinner of the 2009 Robin Becker Chapbook Competition. “The line of Frank’s
(and I always presume the intimacy to think of him as Frank) that has served as my
mantra the last few years is from ‘Personism: A Manifesto’: ‘You just go on your
nerve. If someone’s chasing you down the street with a knife you just run, you
don’t turn around and shout, “Give it up! I was a track star for Mineola Prep.”’”
Brad Gooch’s most recent book, Flannery: A Life of Flannery O’Connor, was a
finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award. He is also the author of City
Poet: The Life and Times of Frank O’Hara, as well as three novels, two memoirs, a
book of stories, and a book of poems. He lives in New York City. Favorite FOH
line: “. . . happiness / the least and best of human attainments.”
James Grinwis has poems in recent issues of Aufgabe, Black Warrior Review,
Handsome, Lungfull, New American Writing, and Puerto del Sol. His book, The City
from Nome, is forthcoming from National Poetry Review Press. “My Collected
Poems of Frank O’Hara has been a friend for many years and is very marked up.
That said, when my wife read ‘Having a Coke with You’ at her sister’s wedding, it
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sounded like it had just appeared yesterday. The poem here is for Christen and
Pierre.”
David Groff is the author of Theory of Devolution, selected by Mark Doty for the
National Poetry Series, and co-editor of Persistent Voices: Poetry by Writers Lost to
AIDS. An independent book editor, he also teaches in the MFA Creative Writing
Program of the City College of New York. ”These lines from ‘Why I Am Not a
Painter’ grab me again and again: ‘There should be / so much more, not of orange,
of / words, of how terrible orange is / and life’—O’Hara displaying all his sleight of
hand.”
After five years of service with Teach For America, Julia Guez is now living in
New York, working part-time at the Academy of American Poets. New verse
is soon to appear in Western Humanities Review, The Blue Fifth, and Basilica
Review. “Here are some of my favorite lines from O’Hara (which my friend Adam
Fitzgerald had to help me, finally, decide upon as there are so damn many that
more than meet your criteria): ‘if there is a / place further from me / I beg you do
not go’.”
Kimiko Hahn is the author of eight collections of poetry, including The Narrow
Road to the Interior and, most recently, Toxic Flora—poems triggered by the science
section of The New York Times. She teaches in the MFA Program in Creative
Writing and Literary Translation. “‘The Day Lady Died’: I often think of this
poem, or I should say suddenly feel the sensational weight of this poem. I love
the dynamic between the routine—shopping and preparing for a trip—and the
physical ache, whether passion, grief, and so on. It is true to my experience
of strong emotion, especially loss. And O’Hara accomplishes all this with
progression, tone, attitude, and diction (especially proper nouns). The climax to
the word ‘sweat’ is gorgeous. From that moment I am completely hurled into his
moment, his longing, his leaning. Her whispering and his breath, stopped. What
terrific closure—to end where his breathing stops, with everyone else, because of
beauty.”
Kristin Hatch’s poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Bat City Review,
Black Warrior Review, Fence, Painted Bride Quarterly, and Quarterly West. She holds
degrees from the University of Iowa, and like O’Hara, the University of Michigan.
“The alternatives of summer do not remove / us from this place.”
Christopher Hennessy’s first book of pems Love in Indleness will be published by
Brooklyn Arts Press. He is previously the author of Outside the Lines: Talking with
Contemporary Gay Poets (University of Michigan Press). Hennessy is currently a
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Ph.D. candidate in English Literature at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst.
His poetry appeared in the Ploughshares’ special “Emerging Writers” edition and
his poetry, interviews, profiles and reviews have appeared in American Poetry
Review, Verse, Ploughshares, Cimarron Review, The Writer’s Chronicle, Crab Orchard
Review, Natural Bridge, Wisconsin Review and Brooklyn Review.
Steve Henry is originally from a suburb of Buffalo, New York, and currently
resides in Macomb, Illinois. He received an MFA in poetry from Columbia
College Chicago, a BFA in Creative Writing from Knox College, and an AA in
Writing and Literature from the Borough of Manhattan Community College. This
is his first publication. “I am the least difficult of men. All I want is boundless
love.”
Cynthia Hogue’s most recent books of poetry are Or Consequence (2010) and
When the Water Came: Evacuees of Hurricane Katrina (2010), a collection of
interview-poems with photographs by Rebecca Ross. Hogue teaches in the
Creative Writing Program at Arizona State University. “About Frank O’Hara: I
cannot claim that the line, ‘Pain always produces logic, which is very bad for you,’
has woken me up at night (in fact, pain has woken me up at night), but I very
much like this quote. I also have always identified with the following—’I am
not a painter, I am a poet. / Why? I think I would rather be / a painter, but I am
not.’ Why? I once lived with a handsome painter, and I couldn’t decide whether I
wanted to be a painter like him, or to find him more interesting (he was very silent
and I got bored). Eventually, we split up, but, I thought, like Frank, ‘I am a real
poet,’ and wrote a line with ‘orange’ in it (except I misspelled it: orage, I wrote, and
organ).”
Wayne Johns’s chapbook An Invisible Veil Between Us received the first annual
Frank O’Hara Chapbook Award (selected by David Trinidad). His first manuscript,
Museum of Trees, has been a finalist for the Wick Poetry Prize, the CSU Poetry
Center Prize, and the National Poetry Series, among others. Favorite quote from
O’Hara: (excerpted from his Statement for the Patterson Society) “. . . it’s a pretty
depressing day, you must admit, when you feel you relate more importantly to
poetry than to life. . . .”
Jennifer Karmin’s text-sound epic, Aaaaaaaaaaalice, was published by Flim
Forum Press in 2010. Her multidisciplinary projects have been presented at
festivals, artist-run spaces, community centers, and on city streets across the
U.S., Japan, and Kenya. At home in Chicago, Karmin teaches creative writing to
immigrants at Truman College and works as a Poet-in-Residence for the public
schools. “oh Lana Turner we love you get up”
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Vincent Katz is the author of eleven books of poems, including Alcuni Telefonini,
Judge, and Rapid Departures. He is the publisher of Vanitas magazine and Libellum
books. With Yasmil Raymond, he co-curates the Readings in Contemporary Poetry
series at Dia:Chelsea in New York. The Frank O’Hara line that is most memorable
to him is “Grace to be born and live as variously as possible.”
Paul Killebrew was born and raised in Nashville, Tennessee. He now lives in
Louisiana, where he is a lawyer at Innocence Project New Orleans. His first fulllength collection, Flowers, was published by Canarium in 2010, and his long poem,
Inspector vs. Evader, will soon be re-published online by Ugly Duckling Presse.
“Frank O’Hara lines that have proven indelible to me: ‘oh oh god how I’d love
to dream let alone sleep it’s night / the soft air wraps me like a swarm it’s raining
and I have / a cold I am a real human being with real ascendancies / and a certain
amount of rapture’—from ‘For the Chinese New Year & For Bill Berkson.’ (There’s
a recording of this poem on the Voice of the Poet series that has been a revelation
to me.)”
Becca Klaver is the author of the poetry collection LA Liminal, a founding editor
of the feminist poetry press Switchback Books, and a Ph.D. student in Literatures
in English at Rutgers University. She thinks that only a truly American poet like
O’Hara could figure out how to eliminate the too-precious stuff while staying
totally committed to his vocation, and that is what she is trying to do, too: ”the
only thing to do is simply continue / is that simple / yes, it is simple because it is
the only thing to do / can you do it / yes, you can because it is the only thing to do”
(“Adieu to Norman, Bon Jour to Joan and Jean-Paul”).
Noelle Kocot writes: “My fifth book of poetry, The Bigger World, will be out this
spring from Wave Books. I have won numerous awards for my poetry, including
those from The American Poetry Review, The National Endowment for the Arts, The
Fund for Poetry, and the Academy of American Poets. I live in New Jersey. As for
the O’Hara: ‘Everyone and I stopped breathing’ from ‘The Day Lady Died.’”
Ron Koertge is a poet and a novelist-for-young-readers. His latest book of poems
is Indigo (Red Hen Press). His latest YA novel is Shakespeare Makes the Playoffs
(Candlewick Press). Latest accomplishment: making a ton of money betting on
the Kentucky Derby. “And a wonderful line from “My Heart” is this: ‘I want to be
at least as alive as the vulgar.’”
Chip Livingston is the author of Museum of False Starts (Gival Press, 2010).
His poetry and short fiction appear most recently in The Florida Review, Yellow
Medicine Review, Potomac Review, and Ploughshares. His web site is www.
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chiplivingston.com. Most resonating O’Hara lines (from “A True Account of
Talking to the Sun at Fire Island”): “always embrace things, people earth / sky
stars, as I do, freely and with / the appropriate sense of space.”
Robert McDonald’s poetry and prose have appeared in a lot of zines and
journals, including Columbia Poetry Review, New York Quarterly, Prick of the Spindle,
and H_ngm_n, among others. He lives in Chicago and has worked for many years
at independent bookstores. “For me, picking my favorite or most indelible Frank
O’Hara lines is as hard as choosing my favorite Joni Mitchell song. But what
first occurred to me was the opening of ‘Ave Maria,’ with his brash, demanding,
‘Mothers of America/ let your kids go to the movies!’ I had not known that a poet
could be so earnest and tongue-in-cheek at the same time. I did not know about
‘camp.’ I had never seen a poem use the words ‘first sexual experience.’ And in
college a German boy I was half in love with took my new copy of Lunch Poems out
of my hands and read ‘Ave Maria’ aloud to me, O’Hara suddenly even sexier with
that Euro-accent. Wolfgang and Frank. I fell for them both.”
Bo McGuire is gone Dolly Parton hunting. “Everything is in the poems” is a lie,
but Frank O’Hara is as close to Dolly as he can get with, “If you’re going to buy a
pair of pants, you want them to be tight enough so everyone will want to go to bed
with you.”
Gordon Massman’s latest book, The Essential Numbers, was published by
Tarpaulin Sky Press. Spork Press will soon release a chapbook of his work and
The New York Quarterly Press will publish his next full-length collection. Mr.
Massman lives in Plainfield, Massachusetts. “Okay, I’ve pored over my Frank
O’Hara collection and would like to submit the following opening four lines from
his poem ‘In Favor of One’s Time’: ‘The spent purpose of a perfectly marvellous /
life suddenly glimmers and leaps into flame / it’s more difficult than you think to
make charcoal / it’s also pretty hard to remember life’s marvelous’.”
Kyle Miner recently received his MFA in poetry from Columbia College Chicago,
where he currently teaches first-year writing. His favorite Frank O’Hara lines
are from the end of “Cambridge”: “Across the street there is a house under
construction, / abandoned to the rain. Secretly, I shall go to work on it.”
Derek Mong is the author of Other Romes (Saturnalia Books, 2011). The recipient
of fellowships and awards from The Missouri Review, the Hopwood Program, the
Wisconsin Institute for Creative Writing, and the University of Louisville, he
currently lives in San Francisco with his wife, Anne O. Fisher. Together they are
translating the Russian poet Maxim Amelin. “Frank O’Hara is our patron saint of
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poetry about film, so when organizing a festival around this topic at the University
of Louisville in 2009, I had no choice but to name it ‘The Soul That Grows in
Darkness: The Axton Festival of Poetry and Film.’ That phrase always moves me,
as does this imperative: ‘Roll on, reels on celluloid, as the great earth rolls on!’”
Jennifer Moxley is the author of five books of poetry, most recently Clampdown
(Flood 2009). She teaches poetry and poetics at the University of Maine. Frank
O’Hara line: “and dying in black and white we fight for what we love, not are”
(from “Ode: Salute to the French Negro Poets”).
Travis Mossotti won the 2009 James Hearst Poetry Prize from the North American
Review. His manuscript About the Dead has been a finalist for the National Poetry
Series, the Brittingham and Pollak Poetry Prizes, and other national competitions.
His poem “Decampment,” appearing in the winter 2010 issue of the Southern
Humanities Review, is currently being made into an animated short film. “It’s a
toss up really, but I always seem to come back to the poem ‘Steps.’ The mood is so
buoyant and romantic that ‘even the traffic halt so thick is a way / for people to rub
up against each other / and when their surgical appliances lock / they stay together
/ for the rest of the day (what a day).’ I kind of bounce those lines around in my
head whenever I have the unfortunate circumstance to be caught in traffic, and I
look around to find that, while the majority of people are staring on angrily at the
bumper in front of them, I’m not. Instead, I’m smiling like an idiot thinking about
our good fortune to be so close, and about Frank O’Hara, and about poetry, about
the perspective it can provide.”
Abby E. Murray has an MFA from Pacific University. She currently teaches
creative writing and English composition in Colorado Springs. Her poetry has
been published in recent issues of Cider Press Review, CALYX, and Georgetown
Review; her first chapbook, titled Me and Coyote, was selected by Marvin Bell
to be published in the Lost Horse Press New Poets / Short Books series. “And my
Frank O’Hara answer, even though I’m not in the dossier portion of the journal:
Nothing about Frank O’Hara’s poetry wakes me up in the middle of the night; in
fact, his poems make me sleep a little easier. First of all, he was overwhelmingly
observant and every writer since him has had to sprint to keep up. He makes
us feel better about our more insane attentions to detail. Second, his poems are
typically on the move, literally, as in the poem where he reads the headline ‘Lana
Turner has collapsed!’ He is always ‘trotting along’ when he notices his poetry. He
is impossible to nail down. His poems are blue jays, airborne, cracking their skulls
against the windowpane, escaping.”
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Elinor Nauen is the author or editor of a number of books, including the
anthologies Diamonds Are a Girl’s Best Friend: Women writers on baseball and Ladies,
Start Your Engines: Women writers on cars & the road. Marriage A to Z will appear
in 2012 from Cinco Puntos Press. She can often be seen riding her bike around
Manhattan and yelling this line at passersby: “One need never leave the confines
of New York to get all the greenery one wishes—I can’t even enjoy a blade of grass
unless I know there’s a subway handy, or a record store or some other sign that
people do not totally regret life.” Find her at www.Elinor Nauen.com.
Christopher Newgent is a contributing editor to IsReads and recently started
Vouched Books to promote small press literature in Indianapolis. His work has
appeared in Poetry East, Everyday Genius, Copper Nickel, and Freight Stories. You
can find more of his writing and life at http://theidiom.net. “The turn in O’Hara’s
poem ‘The Day Lady Died’ has stuck with me ever since I read it almost 5 years
ago, the way the poem is so mundane up to that point, just long enough to get the
reader to ask himself, ‘Why do I care about what O’Hara was buying at the liquor
store for who?’ and Wham. And how subtle it is, the turn, and yet when you get to
it, it feels like a sudden smoke leaving your chest.”
Jesse Nissim is a Faculty Writing Fellow in the Creative Writing Program at
Syracuse University. Her manuscript Diagram Her Dream of Flight has been a
runner up for the Cleveland State University Poetry Center First Book Award in
2008 and a semifinalist in 2010. She is the author of the chapbook Alphabet for
M (Dancing Girl Press) and her work has appeared in New American Writing, 26,
Borderlands,580 Split, Fourteen Hills, ecopoetics, XANTIPPE and RHINO. “I Want”
is comprised almost entirely of randomly taken and freely scrambled lines by
Frank O’Hara. Favorite lines by O’Hara: ”Oh! . . . chocolate sodas! / You really are
beautiful!”
Pat Nolan’s poetry and prose have been published in numerous magazines in
Europe and Asia as well as North America. He has published over a dozen books
of poetry including Carbon Data from Last Cookie Press (2008) and a selection
of prose poems, Intellectual Pretentions, from Editions de Jacob (2009). He lives
among the redwood wilds along the lower Russian River in Northern California.
“The Frank O’Hara line(s) that come readily to mind are ‘You just go on your
nerve.’ And ‘Give it up, I was a track star for Mineola Prep!’”
Jeff Oaks is the author of two chapbooks, The Unknown Country and The Moon of
Books. He has published poems in literary magazines like Bloom, Hanging Loose,
Ploughshares, and 5 a.m. The recipient of three fellowships from the Pennsylvania
Council on the Arts, he manages the Pittsburgh Contemporary Writers Series at
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the University of Pittsburgh. “Here are the ones I love from the opening of ‘Song’:
‘Is it dirty / does it look dirty / that’s what you think of in the city’.”
The best and most succinct bio of Frank O’Hara can be found on the Poetry
Foundation website: “Frank O’Hara (1926-1966) brought a refreshing new
casualness and spontaneity to poetry, making deliriously funny and surprisingly
moving verse out of everyday activities recounted in conversational tones. (What
he called his ‘I do this I do that’ poems often featured glimpses of his adored New
York City or anecdotes about friends—most of whom were themselves poets or
painters.) His brilliant career as a writer and art curator was cut tragically short by
a freak dune buggy accident on Fire Island in New York.”
Janet Passehl is both a writer and a visual artist. She received her MFA in
creative writing from the Stonecoast MFA Program at the University of Southern
Maine in July 2010. Her essay on artist Sol LeWitt was published in Sol LeWitt:
100 Views (Yale University Press, 2009). “One of my favorite O’Hara lines:
‘and the fact that you move so beautifully more or less takes care of Futurism’.”
Evan J. Peterson was brought to life in Miami, but recently escaped to Seattle.
His poetry, nonfiction, and book reviews may be found in Ganymede, NANOfiction,
specs, Studies in the Fantastic, Sweet, the Southeast Review, and TheRumpus.net. His
first book of poems, all narrated by Frankenstein’s monster, is currently stalking
publishers. “I will always love Uncle Frank for these lines from ‘Ave Maria,’
encouraging mothers of 1960 to send their kids to the movies: ‘they may even be
grateful to you / for their first sexual experience / which only cost you a quarter /
and didn’t upset the peaceful home.’”
D. A. Powell’s most recent book is Chronic (Graywolf, 2009). He is co-author,
with David Trinidad, of By Myself: An Autobiography (Turtle Point, 2009). He
has recent work in The New Republic, Nashville Review, The American Poetry
Review, and The Yale Review. “For me, O’Hara has some of the most memorable
lines in American poetry. He is easily the most personable poet on the page;
and, aside from Whitman, Dickinson, Stevens and perhaps Plath, he is the most
quintessentially quotable poet to sprout from this land. There are plenty of O’Hara
lines that occur to me at odd (or perhaps not-so-odd) moments. But the lines
that transfix me are from his ‘Snapshot for Boris Pasternak’: ‘I am new; shall
grow old and die / into the space of one cloud’s passing / which is already your
immortal sentence.’ Were I to live forever (and who’d want that?) I could never
hope to attain the simplicity of these few lines and how they enact the paradoxical
pleasure of yearning for eternity in one’s art while living in this transient thing
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called a body. The more time I spend with these words of O’Hara’s, the more and
less I seem to understand them. That, for me, is the sustaining energy of poetry.”
Elizabeth Robinson is the author, most recently, of Also Known As (Apogee Press)
and The Orphan & its Relations. Three Novels (a collection of poems) is forthcoming
in 2011 from Omnidawn Press. Robinson co-edits EtherDome Chapbooks and
Instance Press. “You do not always know what I am feeling. / Last night in the
warm spring air while I was / blazing my tirade against someone who doesn’t /
interest /me, it was love for you that set me / afire”.
Michael Rothenberg is a poet, editor and publisher of Big Bridge Online, www.
bigbridge.org. His books of poetry include Man/Woman, a collaboration with
Joanne Kyger, The Paris Journals (Fish Drum Press), and Choose (Big Bridge Press).
His newest book of poems, My Youth As A Train, will be published in Fall 2010 by
Foothills Publishing.
Jerome Sala’s most recent book is Look Slimmer Instantly, from Soft Skull Press.
His blog is Espresso Bongo: Poetry. Pop Culture. Everyday Life. It’s at: http://www.
espressobongo.typepad.com. “The Frank O’Hara line that stays with me is from
‘Ode to Michael Goldberg (‘s Birth and Other Births)’: ‘YIPEE! I’m glad I’m alive /
I’m glad you’re alive / too, baby, because I want to fuck you’. (Like all great poetry,
its appeal speaks for itself.)”
Larry Sawyer curates the Myopic Books Poetry Series in Wicker Park, Chicago.
His book Unable to Fully California was just published by Otoliths (Australia).
Chapbooks include A Chaise Lounge in Hell (aboveground press), Tyrannosaurus
Ant (mother’s milk press), which was recently included in the Yale Collection of
American Literature, and Disharmonium (Silver Wonder Press). Sawyer also edits
milkmag.org (since 1998). Poetry and literary reviews have also appeared in such
publications as Chicago Tribune, Vanitas, Jacket, Coconut, 88, Skanky Possum, and
Exquisite Corpse. “As to which Frank O’Hara line wakes me up in the dead of night:
‘. . . while she whispered a song along the keyboard to Mal Waldron and everyone
and I stopped breathing’ because it so convincingly portrays that pause in breath
that comes after. . . .”
Rob Schlegel’s first book, The Lesser Fields, was selected for the 2009 Colorado
Prize. Recent poems appear in Mrs. Maybe, New American Writing, and Subtropics.
He currently teaches writing in Iowa City. “As for the O’Hara lines worth
memorizing, etc.: ‘It’s the tribute of the air that / your paintings don’t just let
go of you.’ from TO LARRY RIVERS ‘Oh Barbara! do you think we’ll ever / have
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anything named after us like / rue Henri-Barbusse or / canard a l’Ouragan?’ from
WITH BARBARA GUEST IN PARIS ‘So hot, / so hot the night my world / is trying
to send up/its observation satellite.’ from FAILURES OF SPRING ‘. . . and I have
lost what is always and everywhere / present, the scene of my selves, the occasion
of these ruses, / which I myself and singly must now kill / and save the serpent in
their midst.’ from IN MEMORY OF MY FEELINGS.”
Christopher Schmidt is the author of a book of poems, The Next in Line (Slope
Editions, 2008). He is an Assistant Professor of English at LaGuardia Community
College, CUNY. “Before the literary critic and poet Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick died
in 2009, she cleaned out her office at CUNY Graduate Center, giving away most
of her books in an unceremonious ceremony she likened to potlatch. I happened
to be in the English department lounge on one of these occasions, and was the
lucky recipient of her copy of Frank O’Hara’s Collected Poems. Inside the front
cover, I found the following lines scrawled in pencil: ‘Now I am quietly waiting
for / the catastrophe of my personality / to seem beautiful again.’ The lines are
quintessential O’Hara: at once vulnerable and facetious. Yet (re)reading the
lines then, I momentarily mistook them for Eve’s, who in her own essays and
poetry dramatized a truculent shyness—a personality no doubt very different from
O’Hara’s, but which must have seemed at times equally willful and catastrophic.
This scene of ventriloquism is what renders the lines, for me, indelible.”
Steven D. Schroeder’s first book of poetry is Torched Verse Ends (BlazeVOX
[books]). His poems are available or forthcoming in New England Review, Pleiades,
The Journal, Indiana Review, and Verse Daily. He edits the online poetry journal
Anti-, serves as a contributing editor for River Styx, and works as a Certified
Professional Résumé Writer. “The O’Hara phrase I most want to steal (though I
haven’t done so yet) has to be ‘how terrible orange is / and life.’”
James Schuyler was born in 1923. He received the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry in
1981 for The Morning of the Poem. Schuyler died in 1991.
Maureen Seaton’s publications include Sex Talks to Girls: A Memoir (University
of Wisconsin Press, 2008), winner of the Lambda Literary Award; and Cave of the
Yellow Volkswagen (Carnegie Mellon, 2009), her sixth solo poetry collection. Two
collaborative works are due in 2011: Stealth (Chax Press), with Samuel Ace; and
Sinéad O’Connor and Her Coat of a Thousand Bluebirds (Firewheel Editions), winner
of the Sentence Book Award, with Neil de la Flor. “My indelible O’Hara line of the
day: ‘Mothers of America / let your kids go to the movies!’”
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Sandra Simonds is the author of Warsaw Bikini (Bloof Books) and Mother Was
a Tragic Girl (Cleveland State University Poetry Center, forthcoming). She is
an Assistant Professor of English at Thomas University in Thomasville, Georgia.
“O’Hara lines that I love: ‘I think you’re wonderful and so does everyone else. /
Just as Jackie Kennedy had a baby boy, so will you—even bigger.’”
Aaron Smith is the author of Blue on Blue Ground, winner of the 2004 Agnes
Lynch Starrett Prize and published by the University of Pittsburgh Press. A 2007
Fellow in Poetry from the New York Foundation for the Arts, he is currently an
Assistant Professor of English at West Virginia Wesleyan College. “The words
of O’Hara’s that blow me away: ‘I don’t have an American / body, I have an
anonymous body . . .’”
William Stobb’s second full-length collection, Absentia, is forthcoming in 2011
from Penguin Books. “It’s funny you ask about the Frank O’Hara line, because I
absolutely have a favorite line of his—it’s a stanza, really: ‘and I am sweating a
lot by now and thinking of / leaning on the john door in the 5 SPOT / while she
whispered a song along the keyboard / to Mal Waldron and everyone and I stopped
breathing.’ The way the breathlessness of the syntax there really creates the
feeling of having your oxygen stolen away. And the scene that I relate to—leaning
on a bathroom door at a bar, listening to a musician perform in a moment that
might become singular, or might just be another passing moment, or maybe there
are no ‘just passing moments.’ Everything’s singular and real one moment into the
next. As real as possible.”
Karl Tierney (1956-1995) was born in Westfield, Massachusetts, and raised
in Connecticut and Louisiana. An Emory graduate, he completed an MFA in
creative writing at the University of Arkansas in 1982 and within a year moved
to San Francisco. A chapbook, Billy Idol’s Birthday, appeared in 1993. Though
he had yet to publish a full-length book, more than 50 of his poems appeared in
magazines and anthologies during his lifetime. He was twice a finalist for the Walt
Whitman Award, a finalist for the National Poetry Series, and a Yaddo fellow. Sick
and seriously depressed, he took his own life in October of 1995. A book length
selection, titled Castro Poems, awaits its publisher. Those interested in seeing the
manuscript should contact his literary executor, Jim Cory, at coryjim@earthlink.
net.
Anne Waldman, poet, professor, performer, and cultural activist is the author
of over forty books and small press editions of poetry and poetics, including most
recently Manatee/Humanity and the anthology Beats at Naropa, co-edited with
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Laura Wright. Other titles include Fast Speaking Woman, IOVIS, Vow to Poetry:
Essays, Interviews and Manifestos, Marriage: A Sentence, and In the Room of Never
Grieve. In 1974 she co-founded The Jack Kerouac School of Disembodied Poetics
with Allen Ginsberg at Naropa University, the first Buddhist inspired school
in the West, where she currently serves as Artistic Director of its celebrated
Summer Writing Program. “FOH: ‘You ought to look up more often’ from “A
True Account of Talking to the Sun at Fire Island.’”
G. C. Waldrep’s most recent collection is Archicembalo, which won the
Dorset Prize from Tupelo Press. Your Father on the Train of Ghosts—written
collaboratively with John Gallaher—is due out from BOA Editions in April 2011.
“Answer to question: None, I confess. I like to think of Frank O’Hara as a hand
puppet Kenneth Koch is still projecting on a wall somewhere near Omaha. It is
important that we keep the ghosts as busy as we can.”
Mike White has published poems in The New Republic, Poetry, The Threepenny
Review, The Iowa Review, The Antioch Review, Denver Quarterly, Witness, and in
previous issues of Court Green. His work was recently included in the anthology
New Poets of the American West. “A few of the many Frank O’Hara lines that
resonate with me: ‘[O]f light we can never have enough / but how would we find
it / unless the darkness urged us on and into it’ (from ‘Poem’).”
Terence Winch’s new book, Falling Out of Bed in a Room with No Floor, is
forthcoming from Hanging Loose Press in early 2011. His work appears in many
anthologies, including the new Best American Poetry 2010. Also a musician, he
released a CD of his compositions in 2007 entitled When New York Was Irish:
Songs & Tunes by Terence Winch. “O’Hara quote: ‘Wind, you’ll have a hard time
smothering my clarity!’ (I’m not sure where this is from or if I’m quoting it
exactly right.)”
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Call for Submissions
Court Green 9
2012
Dossier: The Short Poem
Each issue of Court Green includes a dossier on a special topic or theme. Our
ninth issue will feature the short poem. We are looking for poems that create,
in one to ten lines, the integrity of image and emotional/linguistic complexity
that we expect from poems of traditional length. Exemplars include the shorter
poems of A.R. Ammons, Ted Berrigan, Cid Corman, Robert Creeley, H.D., Joanne
Kyger, Lorine Niedecker, and Ezra Pound, as well as the fragments of Sappho
and Kenneth Rexroth’s translations from the Japanese. All styles and subjects are
welcome. However, we are not looking for haiku. One poem per page, please.
Submissions for the regular and dossier (short poem) sections can be sent during
our submission period March 1-June 30, 2011 to: Editors, Court Green, English
Department, Columbia College Chicago, 600 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL
60605. Email submissions are not accepted. Complete submission guidelines can
be viewed on our website at: http://english.colum.edu/courtgreen/
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